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Horace Satires 1.8:
A Blast from the Past1
John Higgins
Department of History
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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In his Satire 1.8, Horace tells the story of a comic conflict between a statue of Priapus and two witches on the outskirts of Rome. Apparently a light entertainment,
the poem can also be read as a political statement; the witches represent the Roman
past of the civil wars and Octavian’s part in them, but Priapus, who wins the contest
by scaring the witches off, represents the new Rome of the (eventual) Augustus.
Priapus, symbolic of the new order, rejects the dark arts of the witches and accepts
the future in which old conflicts are forgotten.
In this Satire we see that the horti that Horace’s friend and patron Maecenas
had constructed on the Esquiline in the 30s BCE were part of the developing public
face of what was to become Augustan Rome. The satire deals with the establishment
of Maecenas’ gardens on the Esquiline Hill on the site of Rome’s former potter’s
field necropolis. The ideology of renewal and fertility was planted there with the
gardens; the gardens covered the bones in the former potter’s field just as the pro-

1 This paper had its origin as a site report for the American Academy at Rome’s Classical Summer School
in 2006 and subsequently was a presentation at the CANE Annual Meeting in 2011. I thank Ann Higgins of
Westfield State University for many helpful comments on successive drafts and the anonymous reviewer for
NECJ. All translation from Latin are mine.
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to-Augustan cultural revolution concealed the blood and the cruelty of the civil wars
of the triumviral period.
The poem is spoken through the persona of a statue of Priapus, the phallic
god of good luck and fertility, located in the Garden of Maecenas to serve as its
protector.2 Early in the 30’s BCE Maecenas had decided to develop the land on both
sides of the agger associated with the Servian Wall; the burial ground was, naturally,
right outside the wall. The satire is not just a celebration of the new gardens as an
urban amenity, much less a simple fart joke. It is also and more significantly a part of
the proto-Augustan program of renewal and, concomitantly, the assignment of the
memory of the civil wars to oblivion.
The plot of the satire is simple. Priapus describes how pleasant the area has
become since being acquired by Maecenas (nunc licet Esquiliis habitare salubribus
atque / aggere in aprico spatiari; “now one can reside on the salubrious Esquiline and
take walks on the sunny wall” (1.8.14-15)), but goes on to tell a story: he observed
the witch Canidia and her henchwoman Sagana returning to the place which in
its past incarnation as a cemetery had been the scene of their magical misbehavior
(vidi egomet nigra succinctam vadere palla / Canidiam pedibus nudis passoque capillo, /
cum Sagana maiore ululantem; “I myself saw Canidia coming in with her black robe
around her, with bare feet and loose hair, and wailing, with Sagana her elder” 1.8.2325). The two of them attempt to raise the spirits of the dead by witchcraft, sacrificing
a lamb and pouring its blood into a ditch like Odysseus in the underworld. Priapus,
as guardian of the new gardens, farts loudly at them and drives them away in fright;
they run away from the garden and return down to the city below (displosa sonat
quantum vesica, pepedi / diffissa nate ficus; at illae currere in urbem; “it made a noise like
a burst bladder, and I farted and broke the fig wood with my buttocks split; but they
ran away into the city” 1.8.46-47).
Horace is most likely talking about a real statue of Priapus carved from fig
wood that actually stood in the Gardens of Maecenas and that had a broad rift in the
wood of its hindquarters.3 This Satire then is an aition or origin tale of the statue, ex2 For statues of Priapus in gardens, see Kellum (2015, pp. 199-200). These statues were not fine sculpture
but rough work. Having a statue of Priapus was what made a garden. See also Edmunds (2009). See Hauber
for the suggestion that Maecenas’ family had owned the property before its transformation into horti (2014,
pp. 426-31). Whether it is or is not the case that they did, the repurposing of the area as a pleasure garden
is part of the proto-Augustan renewal of Rome and required at least the prospect of the peace of the Pax
Augusta.
3 Edmunds (2009, pp. 126-27), citing earlier literature. The rift in the wood is also discussed in Hallett
(1981), citing Rudd (1966, pp. 70-72) and Fraenkel (1957, p. 123).
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plaining the crack as the result of flatulence4. Why Priapus farted at the necromantic
witches instead of driving them away in some more conventional way has occasioned scholarly discussion, with several scholars arguing convincingly that the garden represents poetry, and the Priapus Horace himself. The fart represents Horace’s
adoption of invective as a poetic stance, or perhaps his rejection of older satiric verse
in favor of his own work. The poem thus is speaking of literature.5 The poem is more
than simply a fart joke, though, and its significance is more than literary.
The geography of the poem suggests that something more is at issue. Throughout the first book of the Satires, Horace is constantly talking about the changing
landscape of Rome.6 The city as a whole was undergoing a radical rebuilding which
continued throughout Augustus’ long reign; Augustus’ urban renewal program started as early as the triumviral period. In particular, the first book of Satires is a response
to the social and political context of triumviral Rome.7 In this Satire, Horace’s focus
is on the horti as much as on Priapus, and the horti of Maecenas were undergoing a
complete change from their previous function — no trace of the cemetery was left.
In planting his horti on his property on the Esquiline, Maecenas had become
one of several upper class Romans at the end of the republic and the beginning
of the empire who established formal gardens in the hills around Rome. The best
known are the Horti Sallustiani8; but there were many others.9 All these gardens
were ostensibly entirely loci amoeni, pleasant retreats for their owners and their
friends, Rome’s intellectual and social elite, to exercise otium. They became so widespread that they created a sort of green belt around the hills above the city. Of
course, the gardens were intended as much for self display to one’s peers and clients
as for personal playgrounds. The gardens of the hills were full of plundered Greek
art, placed there totally out of its original context, to serve a new function for the
Augustan elite. Indeed, many of the sculptures now in the museums of the world,
and especially in the Capitoline Museums, were originally placed in the horti, and
4

So Gowers, (2012, p. 264) who notes parallels in Callimachus’ Iambs.

5 See Gowers (2005; 2012, p. 268) and Uden (2010); Maeceanus’ Gardens were a locus for literary culture in
the Satires.
6 Freudenburg (2014). For the renewal of Rome as the leitmotif of Augustan propaganda, see Zanker
(1988).
7

Freudenburg described this as “the evertightening turn of Rome’s totalitarian pipe wrench,” (2001, p. 4).

8

The Gardens of Sallust are the subject of a major study; see Hartswick (2004).

9

Favro (2005, p. 251).
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were rediscovered when the area was being redeveloped in the 19th century.10 The
gardens were also residential; the owners had them developed as semi-rural retreats,
“periurban” rather than suburban: still close to the Forum, but allowing the Roman elite to indulge in the fiction that they were country gentlemen. Over time
the horti became almost exclusively the property of the emperors, and many of the
Caesars made the horti their primary residence. In the next century the Gardens of
Maecenas became imperial property; during the Great Fire of 64 CE, Nero was in
residence and indeed watched the fire from the turris Maecenatiana.11
No matter the owners at any particular time, it is clear that the gardens were
meant to be seen. The displays of art and the gardens themselves were meant to
show the degree of culture and wealth of the owner, and there was certainly no point
if nobody could see them.12 Exactly who could go there to see things is unclear, but
we have to imagine a relatively wide potential audience, including virtually everyone in the intellectual and social elite of the city of Rome. It is inconceivable, for
instance, that the well-known statue of Laocoön now in the Vatican Museums was
not available for Vergil to study, but he surely didn’t own it. The gardens spoke of
power and influence to the people who got to view them, and were meant to do so.
The gardens were a constructed environment in more ways than as outdoor
landscape design or a sculpture garden. Constructed environments convey a message, and at the end of the republic during the time of the triumvirs, the message
of the new gardens on the Esquline has to have been about Octavian/Augustus —
after all, the owner was Maecenas. Maecenas and Octavian, the later Augustus, were
closely linked by friendship, and everyone knew it. The mention of one in a poem
certainly implied the other. The gardens that were on show presented a political
message to the visitors, their audience, above and beyond the message of Maecenas’
wealth and culture.
The gardens were explicitly places of poetic artifice for the circle of Maecenas
and a locus for the poetic renewal sponsored by Augustus. The members of Maecenas’ circle were certainly literary: “literary society flourished on country estates
because otium seems to have been a prerequisite for such activity.”13 Indeed the site
10

See Cima and Tolano (2008).

11 Suetonius Nero 38.2. See Uden (2010, pp. 208-209) for the reputation of the horti in imperial times, culminating in the Domus Aurea, the logical end of the expansion of horti as imperial residences. Nero brought
the suburban horti into the center of the city.
12

Hartswick (2004, p. 16).

13

Hartswick (2004, p. 16).
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was used for living quarters for Maecenas’ stable of writers:
i puer, et citus haec aliqua propone columna,
et dominum Esquiliis scribe habitare tuum.

Propertius 3.23.24

Go, slave, and quickly post this (sc. information) on some column
and write that your master resides on the Esquiline.

Vergil was perhaps even brought to live there with Maecenas; we may imagine the
same for Horace until he was given the Sabine Farm.14 The place was important for
the poets of the proto-Augustan literary circle and in particular for Horace.15
The only remaining structure of Maecenas’ residence in the horti is the socalled Auditorium in the Via Merulana; it is probably not exactly an auditorium, but
surely suitable for poetic recitation. It is identified as a place for social gatherings,
the formal cenae of Roman high society.16 A close analogy would be Livia’s dining
room from her villa suburbana at Prima Porta, which in its most self-consciously
Roman way gives the visitor the illusion of being in the country when he actually is
in the country.
The Auditorium is as artificial as Livia’s dining room, with very similar wall
paintings. In any case, the horti were not a place of physical recreation only. The locus
was a particularly poetically amoenus one and it seems to have been designed specifically to provide a setting for poetic inspiration. The setting was created with artwork
from Greece or inspired by Greek models — the pieces now in the various Roman
museums. For instance, we can see the Muses and Apollo from the Horti Maecenantis in the Capitoline Museums. This was a totally artificial garden; significantly,
the Auditorium is situated right on the Servian Wall and so is liminally both in the
city and in the country.
In the context of the statues of the Muses and the poetic character of the horti,
it is no stretch to suspect that the statue of Priapus, which speaks in this poem both
as the narrator and as the character who so explosively communicates his displeasure
14 Suet. Vita Vergilii 13: habuitque domum Romae Esquiliis iuxta hortos Maecenatianos. See Welch (2001, p.
169).
15 “. . .Maecenas’ Esquiline home doubles as a metaphor for moral behavior and poetic values Horace
presents in his Satires . . .” Welch (2001, p. 177).
16 “. . .the room was essentially a setting for dinner parties,” Claridge (1998, p. 295). See now the major
publication by Häuber (2014).
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to the witches, functions as a kind of representative of the poet. Priapus is also himself an artifact, that is the product of an artifex — he calls his Geppetto a faber (1.8.2).
All of Augustan Rome, starting now during the triumviral period, was a constructed
place, and this poem is precisely part of that—in it we see the construction in process, with the old uses of the area in direct conflict with the new use as Maecenas’
pleasure garden. The renewal was to be celebrated by a literary movement centered
on the gardens.
As with everything in Augustan Rome, and I would argue proto-Augustan
Rome of the triumvirs — the new marble temples, the Ara Pacis, the Carmen Saeculare, the very Aeneid—the theme of the garden decoration was Renewal and Rebirth. On the most basic level, Maecenas bought the area and subjected it to urban
renewal. The very fact of the redevelopment speaks of renewal—not the least part of
the message. More, the lush plantings that appear here in reality as well as on the
sculptural decoration of the Ara Pacis, are naturally reflective of new growth.17
As the gardens of Caesar’s Minister for Propaganda (as some call him), these
Gardens were one of the first items in the transformation of the city of Rome under
Augustus; the decorative and horticultural design of the area was the first really to
present the Augustan themes of Renewal and Restoration.
Horace emphasizes this in his satire — the ground that had been the potters’
field:
huc prius angustis eiecta cadavera cellis
conservus vili portanda locabat in arca;

hoc miserae plebi stabat commune sepulcrum;

1.8.8-10

Before this, a fellow-slave would bring to this place the bodies which had
been thrown out of their narrow coffins, to be carried into a small box;
here stood the common tomb of the poorest common folk.
was now transformed into something beneficial:

17 See Zanker (1988, pp. 167-183), Augustus’ reign was meant to usher in an aurea aetas of abundance and
fertility. Zanker sees the Horti of Maecenas as not fitting Augustus’ later ideology which came after his
victory in the civil wars and his constitutional settlement, but they certainly fit the imagery of renewal and
growth (1988, p. 137). The development of Maecenas’ horti in the 30’s anticipates the imagery that emerged
during and after the Ludi Saeculares of 17 BCE.
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nunc licet Esquiliis habitare salubribus atque
aggere in aprico spatiari, quo modo tristes

albis informem spectabant ossibus agrum,		

1.8.14-16

but now, we can live on the Esquiline in health and take strolls on the

sunny rampart, where just now mourners used to see an unformed field
with white bones.

and the guardianship of the Priapus was precisely to prevent a return of the witches
who earlier used to perform their necromantic rites in the area, and also to chant
spells.
More, we can (perhaps fancifully) see the rejection of the destructive voodoo
of the crones, an emblem of the past, as a sign of the changes begun by Octavian.
The witches are metaphorically the dark past of the Late Republic, to be replaced by
the “restored” republic; they are the graveyard that the leaders of Rome from Sulla
through Caesar and Pompey to the triumvirs had made of Rome, to be replaced by
the pleasure gardens planted by Maecenas as a symbol of peace and prosperity;18
above all, the past of the 30’s BCE included the ambivalent figure of the generalissimo of the civil wars, Octavian, on his way to being replaced by the benevolent Father
of his Country, Augustus.
The witches of the piece, Sagana and Canidia, representing the past for Horace
and Priapus, were presumably understood as such by Maecenas and Octavian. Within the context of the poem itself, they are the ones trying to go back to the former
use of the gardens — the cemetery. They are trying to revive the dead in the place
where they had been accustomed to do so — the potters field. In fact, they are trying
to revive the dead past of the Esquiline. It is notable that, for Horace, the dead bones
are not removed and forgotten totally, but they are there beneath the new gardens
and the witchs are able to uncover them (quin ossa legant herbasque nocentis: “they
collect bones and noxious herbs” 1.8.22).19
18 “. . . the garden stands symbolically for a hoped-for deliverance of Rome from the horrors of civil war,
whose indiscriminate destruction is recalled in the bones of the dead littering the ground.” Dufallo states that
the witches are to be indentified with republican dissension (2007, pp. 109-10 and further, p. 103). DuQuesnay
suggests that their magic rite of necromancy was associated particularly with the republicanism of Sex.
Pompey (2007, pp. 38-39 and Gowers (2012, p. 272)).
19 Notably the bones were dug up when the horti were being constructed, but were not left lying about.
Häuber (2014, p. 315).
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They represent more, though. Their aim is explicitly defined by Priapus:
			

scalpere terram

unguibus et pullam divellere mordicus agnam
coeperunt; cruor in fossam confusus, ut inde

manis elicerent animas responsa daturas. 		

1.8.26-29

They began to scrape the earth with their fingernails and to tear apart a

lamb with their teeth; blood was spilled into the ditch in order that they
could call up the dead spirits to give them answers.

They are trying to revive the dead and make them speak. Now, for the Romans of the
30’s, there had been enough bones in recent years and enough spirits departed before
their time. The civil wars of the previous decade had seen all the leaders emerge with
considerable cruor on their hands. It was getting to be time for the Roman people to
forget that Octavian had been one of those leaders. The last thing he or any of his
party wanted was to have his victims arise and speak from the butchery of Perugia
where Octavian was believed to have ordered wholesale slaughter, or from the time
of the proscriptions.20 This satire is the first in a series of literary exercises in forgetting, perhaps most familiar to most of us from Horace’s Ode 2.7 to Pompeius, whose
eventual return Horace greets with the Massic wine that causes forgetfulness (oblivioso . . . Massico). Looked at in this way, the Gardens were meant to be the first item
in the reconstruction of Rome according to the new order of Augustus (although
that name was in the future). Augustus’s reconstruction of the city is well known;
this is the first reconfiguration of the land area. The gardens speak of renewal; this is
the renewal of which they speak.
Forgetting and reconstruction were especially important in the period of the
30s. The Gardens are dated to the mid-decade, just when relations with Antony
were deteriorating. Octavian was working up his defense of Italy, making himself
the defender of the West against the oriental barbarism of Cleopatra. He needed the
influential people in Rome to know that he was the defender of their interests — he
didn’t need them to be reminded that he had killed so many of them in the recent
20 For Octavian’s cruelty in the civil wars, see especially Suet. Aug. 13.1-2 (after Phillipi) and 15 (Perusia).
Syme adverts to the reputation of Octavian: “These judicial murders were magnified by defamation and
credulity into a hecatomb of three hundred Roman senators and knights slaughtered in solemn and religious
ceremony on the Ides of March before an altar dedicated to Divus Julius.” (1939, p. 212). There was certainly
something there to forget.
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past. He was soon enough to become pater patriae; here he is starting to put aside his
past. The gardens represent the new order, not just the magic/fart. The setting in both
its old and new incarnations is operative. The old is indeed represented by the bones
scattered about; for Horace they represent indeed the civil wars, but specifically the
Octavian of the civil wars, the man who slaughtered his fellow citizens. Octavian is
in the midst of ramping up the propaganda war against Antony and Cleopatra (on
which the locus classicus is Horace’s “Cleopatra Ode,” Odes 1.37), so he cannot be seen
to be killing citizens any more. In fact, he is going to renovate the entire city. We are
all familiar with the Augustan reconstruction of Rome — the Forum Augusti and
Temple of Mars Ultor, the temple of Apollo on the Palatine, the Pantheon, and so
on. The fart of the Priapus is the first blast in the (so to speak) new world ordure.21
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A Reading of Caesar, Gallic War
1.7 and Civil War 1.1 and 3.21
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For James T. Horan (1956–2017)
Caesar is back. To say that the most renowned, influential, and indeed infamous figure from ancient Rome ever faded from public view would be incorrect. But Caesar
the writer is, to be sure, undergoing a twenty-first-century comeback, with a revival
of interest in recent years in his works the Gallic War, which covers his imperialist
exploits in Gaul in the years 58–50 bce, and the Civil War, which covers the internecine conflicts of the years 49–48 bce. New texts and translations have recently
appeared or are on the way,2 and several scholarly works from this century put their
1 This paper was delivered at the 110th Annual Meeting of the Classical Association of New England,
held at Smith College in March 2016. For feedback I am thankful to the audience members at Smith and to
NECJ’s anonymous referee. I am also grateful to two groups with whom I read and discussed these passages
prior to the presentation: the students in the Fall 2015 course “Julius Caesar in the Roman Literary Imagination” at the College of the Holy Cross, and the members of the Rhode Island Latin reading group, which is
generously hosted by Ruth Breindel. The paper is dedicated to the memory of James T. Horan (1956–2017),
my second-year Latin teacher at Loyola Academy (Wilmette, IL), who introduced me to Caesar and to
many of the joys of learning and teaching Latin. The text I have used for the BG is Du Pontet (1900) and, for
the BC, Damon (2015a). Translations are my own.
2 See the new Oxford Classical Text of the BC by Damon (2015a), as well as the Loeb translation of the
BC by Damon (2016); the translation of the BC and the Alexandrian War, the African War, and the Spanish War (each of which was written by other authors) by Carter (2008); and the translation of the complete
Caesarian oeuvre by Raaflaub (2017).
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focus more on Caesar the auctor than Caesar the actor.3 Moreover, in one of his
latest posthumous triumphs, in 2012–13 Caesar marched his way onto the Advanced
Placement Latin reading list — selections from the Gallic War now stand on the AP
syllabus alongside selections from Virgil’s Aeneid as crowning texts for many a high
school Latin student. Reading Caesar is, once again,4 a hot ticket.
However, more than one student has described Caesar’s Latin to me not as
“hot” but as dry, bland. Reading the accounts of campaigns, encampments, and calculated conquests can be, it is said, something of a slog. With this paper I would
like to address in brief this not uncommon protestation from Caesar’s readers. I will
make the case for the liveliness of Caesar’s writing through a focus on one particular
element of his style: his selection and use of verbs for pointed characterization.
Before turning to a few passages in the Gallic War and Civil War that I hope
will demonstrate the vitality of Caesar’s employment of verbs, it is worth recalling
that Caesar’s selectiveness in diction has long been noted, first of all by his Roman
contemporaries.5 His ally Aulus Hirtius, the author of the eighth book of the Gallic
War, wrote in that book’s preface: “For it is agreed among all that nothing has been
produced so elaborately by others that it is not surpassed by the refinement of these
commentaries” (BG 8.1.4: constat enim inter omnes nihil tam operose ab aliis esse perfectum, quod non horum elegantia commentariorum superetur). A little bit later in this
same passage, Hirtius writes: “For in Caesar existed both the greatest facility and
refinement in writing and the truest ability to explain his own plans” (BG 8.1.7: erat
autem in Caesare cum facultas atque elegantia summa scribendi, tum verissima scientia
suorum consiliorum explicandorum). In both of these passages Hirtius underscores
Caesar’s elegantia, his refinement or pickiness – note that this noun derives from the
verb eligo, “to pick out.”6 In a discussion about Caesar’s oratory in Cicero’s dialogue
Brutus, the interlocutor Atticus states that Caesar himself stressed the importance
3 See Riggsby (2006), Batstone and Damon (2006), and Grillo (2012), as well as the volume of essays
edited by Grillo and Krebs (2018). Kraus (2009) is a helpful overview of Caesarian style in the BG.
4

For many years the BG stood as a standard second-year Latin text in Europe and the U.S.

5 See Kraus (2005) and Grillo (2012, pp. 1-5) on ancient and modern assessments of Caesar’s style. Breindel considers the role of scribes in the composition of the BG, provides a collection of ancient verdicts of
Caesar’s style (2016, pp. 268-279).
6 Cicero etymologizes elegans in this way at ND 2.72. On the etymology and development of elegans / elegantia, see Krostenko (2001, pp. 34-39), who offers the definition “careful aesthetic choice” (p. 35). See too the
definition of the term at Rhet. ad Herenn. 4.12.17: elegantia est quae facit ut locus unus quisque pure et aperte dici
videatur (“Elegantia is that which makes it so that each and every matter seems to be described with purity
and clarity”). Garcea offers an extensive discussion of the term (2012, pp. 49-124).
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of selectiveness in his lost work De Analogia: “In the first book [Caesar] said that
the choice of words is the starting-place of eloquence” (Brutus 253: primoque in libro dixit verborum dilectum originem esse eloquentiae). In a more recent discussion of
Caesar’s choice of verbs in particular, William Batstone and Cynthia Damon write,
“As one might expect, verbs in Caesar are typically practical rather than colorful.
They represent war’s res gestae.”7 But they go on to note, when looking at a passage
from Book 2 of the Civil War, that “every verb is simple and precise: everyday verbs
composed for maximum effect.”8
In what follows I will examine Caesar’s dilectus verborum, and in particular his
use of “everyday verbs … for maximum effect,” by looking at three critical passages,
with a focus on the verbs that the author employs: first, Caesar’s self-introduction,
his first appearance as a character in the commentarii, at Gallic War 1.7; then, Caesar’s
first presentation of himself as consul for the year 48 bce, at the beginning of Book
3 of the Civil War (3.2); finally, I will go back to the opening of the Civil War to
consider Caesar’s depiction of one of the consuls for the year 49, Lentulus Crus. This
exercise could, I am confident, be practiced on any number of passages in Caesar’s
commentarii. But these three passages are in conspicuous and meaningful places in
the two works; the powerful deployment of verbs in these prominent passages makes
a strong impression on readers and demands that they be attentive to his choice of
verbs in the works as a whole.
T H E FI RST ACT IONS OF CAESAR’S CAESAR
After the introductory sketch of Gaul in Gallic War 1.1, Caesar commits the next five
chapters (1.2–6) to an account of the plans of the Helvetii in the year 58 bce. With
their leader Orgetrix now dead, they have burnt up all of their settlements, and are
ready to march west through Geneva, a settlement held by the Allobroges, and then
into the Roman province of Gallia Narbonensis (an area also known as Transalpine
Gaul or “our province”). After bringing readers up to speed on the plans of the Helvetii, Caesar pivots and turns to his own actions:

7

Batstone and Damon (2006, p. 158).

8

Batstone and Damon, on BC 2.11 (2006, p. 160).
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(1) Caesari cum id nuntiatum esset, eos per prouinciam nostram iter facere

conari, maturat ab urbe proficisci et quam maximis potest itineribus in Galliam
ulteriorem contendit et ad Genauam peruenit. (2) Prouinciae toti quam

maximum potest militum numerum imperat (erat omnino in Gallia ulteriore
legio una), pontem qui erat ad Genauam iubet rescindi.

BG 1.7.1-2

(1) “When it had been announced to Caesar that they [the Helvetii] were
trying to conduct a march through our province [Transapline Gaul], he
hastens to set out from the city and, in the longest marches that were

possible, he strives into further Gaul and arrives in Geneva. (2) From the

entire province he orders as many troops as possible (in all of further Gaul
there was one legion); the bridge to Geneva he orders to be cut down.”

We see that, in the very first sentence in which Caesar appears as a character, he
is unmistakably presented as a man of action. His activity comes in response to
the threat of the Helvetii — a condition underscored by his entrance in the dative
case, not the nominative.9 However, once the news about the Helvetian incursion
reaches him, Caesar gets immediately on the move. Within this one sentence he
moves quickly from Rome (ab urbe) into Gaul (in Galliam) and then to Geneva (ad
Genavam), with each of the three verbs in the sentence capturing his movement. The
latter two, contendit and pervenit, include prefixes that underscore Caesar’s exertion:
con-tendo means to “really strain”10 and the prefix per- (“thoroughly”) before venit
hammers home Caesar’s arrival – a feat that is also emphasized by the placement of
this verb, neatly, efficiently, at the end of the sentence.11 The verbs are in the present
tense, a choice that reinforces the sense of liveliness already existing in these verbs of
motion.12 Further, the move from the pluperfect verb nuntiatum esset in the opening
9
10

Kraus (2009, p. 169).
Note that the prefix con- can express “intensity of action” (OLD 5) and “completeness” (OLD 6).

11 Kraus discusses a traditional but evocative characteristic of verbs such as this: the use of singular forms
to describe the movement of Caesar’s entire army. Of the verbs in BG 7.8.1-4, a comparable passage that narrates Caesar’s march into Arvenian territory, she writes: “His is the forward movement and the preparation
before it; his too the epiphany.” (2009, p. 161).
12 On the historic present see Quintilian, IO 9.3.11, where he includes it in a discussion of metaphor
(transferuntur et tempora, “tenses are also exchanged”), as well as Schlicher, writing that “[t]he most striking
and characteristic use of the historical present . . . is found in passages which record a swift succession of acts
performed in a tense and exciting situation” (1931, p. 49); and Pinkster (2015, pp. 401-9). Oldsjö (2001) is a
detailed study of Caesar’s use of tense.
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cum clause to the present verbs maturat, contendit and peruenit makes us feel the
present-ness and vibrancy of Caesar’s actions all the more strongly. Perhaps Caesar’s
most important verb choice in this sentence is his first one, which is, let us recall, the
first verb he uses of himself in the Gallic War: maturat. Maturo means, primarily,
“to ripen, bring to maturity” (OLD 1) and thus “to perform or finish in good time,
speed” (OLD 2). Caesar’s movement is not simply swift; it is well timed, appropriately timed action.13
If the first sentence in 1.7 presents Caesar as a man of efficient movement and
timely action, the second sentence establishes him as a man of authority, with the
pair of common, straightforward verbs imperat and iubet that he uses of his levying
of a draft. Moreover, Caesar makes it clear that these commands are as effective as
they are straightforward: there is no further mention of the process of this draft or
the destruction of the bridge to Geneva. There need not be. What Caesar orders
happens.
Caesar then continues his account – and his self-introduction – by writing:
(3) ubi de eius aduentu Heluetii certiores facti sunt, legatos ad eum

mittunt nobilissimos civitatis, cuius legationis Nammeius et Verucloetius
principem locum obtinebant, qui dicerent sibi esse in animo sine ullo

maleficio iter per provinciam facere, propterea quod aliud iter haberent

nullum: rogare ut eius voluntate id sibi facere liceat. Caesar, quod memoria
tenebat L. Cassium consulem occisum exercitumque eius ab Helvetiis
pulsum et sub iugum missum, concedendum non putabat; (4) neque

homines inimico animo, data facultate per provinciam itineris faciundi,
temperaturos ab iniuria et maleficio existimabat. (5) tamen, ut spatium
intercedere posset dum milites quos imperaverat convenirent, legatis

respondit diem se ad deliberandum sumpturum: si quid vellent, ad Id.

April. reverterentur. 					BG 1.7.3-5
(3) When the Helvetii became more certain about his arrival, they send
to him as legates the most noble men in their state; Nammeius and

Verucloetius were holding the principal position in this delegation, and
they said that they intended to make a march through the province,

13 On Caesar’s presentation of himself as a man of timeliness, not just quickness, see Grillo (with a focus on
the BC) (2012, pp. 14-36). On his speed, see too Stadter (1993), a discussion of BC 1.66-70.
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without any wrongdoing, because they had no other route; and that they
were asking to be allowed to make the march with his approval. Caesar,

because he kept in his memory that the consul Lucius Cassius had been
killed and his army had been beaten by the Helvetii and sent under the

yoke, was thinking (parsing in his mind) that this should not be allowed.

(4) And he thought (estimated) that men of hostile spirits, when given the
opportunity to march through the province, would not refrain from harm

and wrongdoing. (5) Nevertheless, so that time could pass while the troops
he had levied could gather, he responded to the legates that he would take
some time to think about it (to weigh options): if they wanted anything,
they could return on the Ides of April.

This man of action and authority is also, we learn now, a man of deep thought and
planning. He knows how to keep in mind (memoria tenebat) events from the past,
such as the consul Cassius’ loss to a tribe of Helvetii in 107 bce; and he knows how
to use this past disaster as an instructive exemplum for present action. For the subsequent sentences in this passage, I have translated the forms of puto, existimo, and delibero in two different ways: with a form of “to think,” a common translation for each
verb, but also (in parentheses) in a way that reflects the different “thought image”
that each of the verbs generates. Puto means “to make clean or tidy; to prune, cut
back (trees and bushes)” (OLD 1 and 1a), and thus, in essence, to parse in your mind
(OLD 3: “to go over in the mind, ponder”). Existimo, meaning “to value, esteem”
(OLD 1) is from ex + aestimo, a verb meaning “to estimate the money value of, price,
value” (OLD 1). This verb thus fundamentally indicates the consideration of matters
as an accountant would. Delibero (from de + libra + the suffix –o) is a denominative
verb from the noun libra, meaning “a pound, a measure of weight containing 12
Roman ounces” (OLD 1) or “a pair of scales, balance” (OLD 2). So delibero at its core
means to weigh things, as on a scale.
From this passage, then, the picture that emerges is more than just Caesar the
careful planner. With these three verbs for “to think” Caesar puts in the reader’s
mind three distinct images – Caesar the pruner of plans into a tidy and neat form,
Caesar the accountant reckoning costs and benefits, and Caesar the weigher of more
and less onerous options. Moreover, the use of the imperfect tense in putabat, existimabat, and above in tenebat reinforces the picture of Caesar’s ongoing and thorough
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decision-making process.14 Whereas in 1.7.1-2 the use of the historic present tense
conveys with immediacy the efficiency of Caesar’s movement, the imperfect tense in
1.7.3-5 in a sense slows things down, accentuating the carefulness of Caesar’s multifaceted decision-making process.15
T H E FI RST ACT IONS OF T H E CONSULS OF 48
– AND 49
The first passage from the Civil War that we will consider, 3.2, is shorter, but it exhibits many of the same qualities as the passage from the Gallic War. It is from the
beginning of the year 48 bce, when Caesar is embroiled in war with Pompey and his
other senatorial opponents. In this work that was likely intended for a contemporary
readership,16 it is critical that Caesar establish for his readers the effectiveness of his
work as a magistrate. In the previous chapter (3.1) he had discussed measures taken
to relieve the debt crises when serving as dictator in December of 49. After describing these actions, he writes:
his rebus et feriis Latinis comitiisque omnibus perficiendis XI dies tribuit
dictaturaque se abdicat et ab urbe proficiscitur Brundisiumque pervenit.
Eo legiones XII, equitatum omnem venire iusserat.

BC 3.2.1

He commits eleven days to accomplishing these things, as well as the

festival of the Feriae Latinae and all the elections, and he resigns himself

from the dictatorship and sets out from the city and arrives in Brundisium.
He had ordered twelve legions and all of the cavalry to come there.

Look at all that Caesar accomplishes in one sentence! Everything up to tribuit describes his eleven-day dictatorship in December 49, which he then immediately puts
aside with the words dictaturaque se abdicat (“he resigns himself from the dictatorship”). With the juxtaposition of the actions described by tribuit and then abdicat,
14 Pinkster discusses the “in progress” element of the imperfect tense, writing that “the imperfect indicative
is rare with events that occur quickly.” (2015, pp. 416-422, esp. p. 422).
15 See Riggsby on Caesar’s presentation of himself elsewhere in the BG as deliberative and capable of
foresight (2006, pp. 192-195).
16 Boatwright (1988), Raaflaub (2009, pp. 180–182) and Grillo (2012, pp. 178-179) present the argument that
Caesar wrote the BC while at war, but that it ultimately was published posthumously.
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Caesar gives the clear impression that the dictatorship was held only to achieve
necessary business; and the gerundive perficiendis, which agrees with all that precedes it in the sentence, concisely captures the thoroughness of his work in that
office. Then, in the same sentence, he sets out (proficiscitur) from the city as consul
and immediately arrives (pervenit) in Brundisium. As at BG 1.7.1, the use of the historic present in the rapid-fire series of verbs tribuit, abdicat, proficiscitur, and pervenit
conveys swiftness and economy of action; and the crisp, concluding peruenit again
punctuates the efficiency of Caesar’s movement towards his destination. And as at
BG 1.7.1, Caesar’s effectiveness as a leader is underscored by his use of the pluperfect
form iusserat in the next sentence: once he arrives in Brundisium, we learn of yet
another effort of his – the gathering of legions and cavalry – which he had already
ordered and set in motion.
The consul of 48 was a man of authoritative and efficient action. His merits
come into even clearer focus when we look at BC 3.2.1 alongside Caesar’s introduction of one of the consuls from the previous year, Lucius Cornelius Lentulus Crus,
in the opening chapter of the Civil War. Here Caesar is presenting the dramatic
sequence of events in January 49.17 He begins by mentioning the letter he had sent
from Gaul to the senate in Rome (1.1.1). He then goes on to write:
(2) Referunt consules de re publica infinite. L. Lentulus consul senatui

rei publicae se non defuturum pollicetur, si audacter ac fortiter sententias
dicere velint; (3) sin Caesarem respiciant atque eius gratiam sequantur,
ut superioribus fecerint temporibus, se sibi consilium capturum neque

senatus auctoritati obtemperaturum: habere se quoque ad Caesaris gratiam
atque amicitiam receptum. 				

BC 1.1.2–3

The consuls take up the matter of the republic in general. Lucius Lentulus
the consul promises the senate that he will not fail the republic, if [the
senators] are willing to make statements with boldness and strength;

(3) but if they look to Caesar and pursue his favor, as they have done on
earlier occasions, he will take up a plan for himself and will not comply

with the authority of the senate: he too has a place of refuge in the favor
and friendship of Caesar.

17

Ruebel provides helpful historical commentary on this passage (1994, pp. 45-46).
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The Lentulus whom Caesar crafts in this passage is no man of action, but one of
words, promises (pollicetur). And his promise to defend the republic is contingent
upon others’ willingness to speak boldly and strongly against Caesar. If they do not,
his promise is that he will seize a plan for himself (sibi consilium capturum) and show
no temperance or moderation (obtemperaturum) with the senate. I have printed the
text from the most recent critical edition of the Civil War, edited by Cynthia Damon. But some earlier editors printed incitat instead of infinite and senatum instead
of senatum, with a semicolon inserted after senatui.18 The resulting sentence reads: incitat L. Lentulus consul senatum; rei publicae se non defuturum pollicetur (“Lucius Lentulus the consul incites the senate; he promises that he will not fail the republic . . .”).
If we follow this text, Lentulus’ first action in this passage – and in the Civil War – is
to incite or strong-arm (incitat) his senatorial colleagues. Whether or not we accept
incitat here, the consul of 49 in Caesar’s telling does not cut an impressive figure: he
is simultaneously pushy and capricious, a bully who in fact relies on others’ initiative,
a self-styled leader whose only concern is self-preservation.19
When we arrive at Book 3 and the next year, and we come in 3.2.1 to Caesar’s
consulship, we find not a man of bluster, bullying, and shaky promises, but one
of efficient action (recall especially perficiendis, pervenit, and iusserat); not a consul
looking out for himself, but one tending to the matters of the state (recall again the
phrase from his to perficiendis, as well as the four verbs of decisive action that follow
– tribuit, abdicat, proficiscitur, and pervenit). We find not one who might take refuge
in the leadership of Caesar, but Caesar himself.
In the case of Lentulus as in the cases of the figure Caesar and countless others in the commentarii, Caesar the auctor reveals character at the level of the verb.
Above I recapped some of the assessments by Caesar’s contemporaries of his elegantia or selectiveness as an author. I conclude now with perhaps the most celebrated
and oft quoted ancient description of the commentarii. In the Brutus, following the
interlocutors’ discussion of Caesar’s oratory, Cicero responds to Brutus’ praise of
the commentarii by stating: valde quidem, inquam, probandos; nudi enim sunt, recti et
venusti, omni ornatu orationis tamquam veste detracta (Brutus 262: “They are indeed
very praiseworthy. For they are naked, upright, and charming, with all oratorical
decorations removed, just as a garment”). In unforgettable language Cicero personifies Caesar’s commentarii, and as naked (nudi), with their clothes stripped off (tam18 See the texts of Fabre (1941) and Kraner and Hofmann (1959), with the discussion by Damon (2015b, p.
123). The manuscripts read in civitate where editors have provided infinite or incitat.
19

See further Batstone and Damon on Caesar’s “devastating” portrayal of Lentulus (2006, p. 44).
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quam veste detracta).20 This striking image speaks to the lack of ornament of Caesar’s
writing, but at the same time it may capture how revealing the Gallic War and Civil
War are. In their nakedness, the commentarii bare all. To push this further, we might
extend this characterization of the works as a whole to Caesar’s choice and use of
verbs. The ostensibly simple, stripped down, “everyday” verbs in the commentarii, as
we have seen, show and expose much about the characters they describe. In Caesar’s
stylistic treatment, the verbs make – and reveal – the man.

20 See the discussion by Kraus, who suggests the translation of nudi … recti et venusti as “nude, erect, and
sexy” (2005, pp. 111-112, esp. p. 112). Kraus goes on to note the applicability of such terms to Caesar the man.
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Back in my graduate studies I twice had the pleasure to be a Teaching Assistant in
Amy Richlin’s Roman Civilization class. Each time we implemented an exercise
she has written about in CJ Forum.1 In her exercise students are assigned the persona of an individual who could have existed in the ancient world (but didn’t) and
then generate responses from the point of view of that character to various texts in
debates and on exams. Students must take a bare-bones description, usually one
sentence long, and do sufficient research in the library to create historically plausible
reactions from this persona. I can attest that students seemed more engaged with
this intersubjective imaginative work, and I was certainly more engaged with the
grading, no longer based on eighty essays about three factors contributing to the fall
of the Roman Republic.
This article is not (just) meant as an encomium, though, but as a complement
to her article, detailing some of the ways I have modified her technique to suit my
circumstances teaching Roman Civilization at Marshall University for the past decade. Whereas Richlin teaches eighty to one hundred students in a lecture hall at a
large public university (UCLA) situated in a multicultural city (Los Angeles, CA;
population 3.8 million), I teach two dozen students in a traditional classroom at a
1

Richlin (2013).
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mid-sized public university in a small, largely homogenous city (Huntington, WV;
population 50,000). You will see in my assignment the obvious debts in thought and
structure to hers; this article details the ways I have modified and elaborated upon
her structure to suit the demographics and distribution requirements of my class.
I also include: the formal writing assignment for the course; rubrics for grading;
detailed instructions on how to deploy and assess the assignment; some common
points of difficulty and my solutions. I end with conclusions regarding why this
sort of assignment provides a stronger, more interesting, and more pedagogically
fruitful product than a formal paper might in a course populated with non-majors.
Hopefully, you will have everything you need to run this exercise in your next class.
My Roman Civilization course is an upper division class that satisfies three
distribution requirements (Humanities, Multicultural, and Writing Intensive) and,
as a “triple-threat”, attracts mostly non-majors from outside the College of Liberal
Arts. As a Writing Intensive course, it is capped at 24 (though we sometimes teach
it at 35), and has to abide by Writing Across the Curriculum principles. Some of
these principles comprise a combination of high and low stakes writing, formal and
informal writing, the opportunity to revise a formal piece of writing, and written
assignments counting for 50%+ of the grade. As a Multicultural course, it must compare American values and customs with the values and customs of other cultures. As
a Humanities course, it treats literature in context, considering themes pertinent to
the human condition. As a social historian, I tend to focus on themes of sex, sexuality, power, and persuasion. Because my students are by and large from a homogenous
community, many of the readings and tasks are oriented towards inculcating an
awareness of cultural, rational, and intellectual differences from — and within — the
predominant Appalachian culture.
Mixed-genre assignments like the one outlined here demand students develop
creative, aesthetic, intersubjective, and scholarly faculties. Nearly all my upper-division classes use versions of this project. For example, in an upper-division Classics course entitled Rhetoric of Seduction, students are required to come up with a
campaign speech or a love letter and compose a commentary explaining how the
techniques in the persuasive document intersect with the persuasive techniques we
have analyzed throughout the semester. In every iteration of the project the length
of the creative element (a narrative, speech, letter, or eulogy) is capped at a maximum 40% of the paper as a whole. As I stress to my students, the real intellectual
discovery happens in the commentary portion of the assignment, and they must
consider which readings and themes the commentary will treat before embarking
on the narrative.
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HANDOUT #1
CHROL: Roman Civilization S15: Persona Project
INTRODUCTION
You have been randomly assigned a persona that could have existed (but as far as we
know did not) from the mid-first century BCE. You will have two responsibilities
with respect to this persona:
1.
At various points in the term you will be expected to respond in
writing or orally to a historical discussion or a piece of literature from
the point of view of this character. Your understanding will be a rough
outline at first, but as we treat various topics throughout the term
you will accrete knowledge that will permit you to articulate your
persona’s perspective in greater detail.
2.
Your formal writing assignment will be to develop a 12-15 page text
and commentary with an introduction, and will take place in three
stages (see below). Imagine that modern you has discovered a family
history either written about or by ancient you. You will write the
“newly discovered” text in the hand of or about your character; then
you will provide a scholarly commentary on it, noting how the ancient
text accords with or challenges the readings, discussions, and lectures
from this semester.
Types of resources you may use:
»»

In your possession: Your notes, Shelton,2 and the indices/footnotes/
text of the other works we are reading this term.

»»

In the reference section: Oxford Classical Dictionary (second and
third editions); Oxford Companion to the Classical World; The Oxford
Companion to Classical Civilization

»»

In the classroom: Oxford Classical Dictionary and Paulys
realencyclopaedie der classicschen alterumswissenschaft

2 Shelton (1998) is one of the textbooks for our class. It is a sourcebook in translation, whose thematically-organized chapters consist of brief, primary text selections with an efficient introduction and commentary
by Shelton to each piece.
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»»

Internet resources: Anything accessed through the Marshall Libraries
website; www.perseus.tufts.edu; Lacus Curtius; stoa.org/diotima

»»

On reserve at library: •Aldrete, G. 2008. Daily life in the Roman
City: Rome, Pompeii, and Ostia; Bradley, K. 1991. Discovering the
Roman Family; Bradley, K. 1994. Slavery and Society; Burford. 1972.
Craftsmen in Greek and Roman Society; Carcopino, J. 1940. Daily Life
in Ancient Rome; Dixon, S. 2001 Reading Roman Women; Dupont,
F. 1994. Daily Life in Rome; Fantham, E. 1995. Women in the Classical
World; Finley, M. 1965. Slavery in Classical Antiquity; Fitzgerald.
2000. Slavery and the Roman Literary Imagination; Gardner, J.
1991. The Roman Household: A sourcebook; Joshel, S. 1992. Work,
Identity, and Legal Status at Rome; Kamm, A. 2008. The Romans, an
Introduciton; Kebric, R. 2005. Roman People; Lefkowitz. M. 2005.
Women’s Life in Greece and Rome; Louis, P. 1965. Ancient Rome at
Work; McAuscan. 1996. Women in Antiquity; Mosse, C. 1969. The
Ancient World at Work; Nicolet, C. 1980. The World of the Citizen in
Republican Rome; Noy 2000. Foreigners at Rome; Rawson, B. 1986.
The Family in Ancient Rome; Rives, J. 2007. Religion in the Roman
Empire; Rupke, J. 2001. Religion of the Romans; Solmsen, F. 1979. Isis
among the Greeks and Romans; Turcan, R. 1996. The cults of the Roman
Empire; Turcan, R. 2000. Gods of Ancient Rome: Religion in Everyday
Life; Wiedeman, T. 1981. Greek and Roman Slavery; Vivante, B. 2007.
Daughters of Gaia: women in the ancient Mediterranean world.

Types of resources you may NOT use:
Anything from the internet not listed above (this means you, St. Wiki!), comic
books, movies, The History Channel or any other cable channel, any of your family
members. Heed these prohibitions lest the wrath of your ancestors be visited on your
house, a visitation brought through their instrument, Dr. Chrol.
Individual Assignments
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Stage 1: “How I understand my persona” / Introduction
For this assignment, produce a one-two page (500-750 words) description of your
character. Consider this assignment the introduction to the book version of the text
you discovered. As such, you should include all the usual biographical information
one would need to know to gain an adequate orientation to the text you will write.
The first sentence of the assignment should be the verbatim description you were
assigned in class. The rest of the text is yours to write. Be sure to include such information as the dates of your persona’s life and death, where they lived, their family
structure, and a bit about the times in which your persona lived. Especially important
is your description of the key terms provided for your persona. If your persona is, for
example, an Aedile, include a brief description of what an Aedile was. If your persona
is a freedman/woman, include: where they were captured/bought from or if they
were home-born (uernus/a); by what kind of master; and how they achieved their
freedom. You may wish to include a brief description of how your text came to light
– was it discovered in a hayloft in Germany, like one of the editions of Petronius’ Satyricon? Or has it been in a safe-deposit box in Switzerland for 20 years after being
discovered behind some rocks in the desert, like the Dead Sea Scrolls? Or has the
papyrus been unearthed by Oxford’s excavations in Oxyrynchus?
You may submit early drafts to Dr. Chrol, and likewise you may wish to share
your ideas or get guidance during his office hours. He may even offer you tea.
Stage 2: Text and commentary I
Produce 5-6 pages of text and commentary. You should start with a revised version of
the Introduction you produced for Stage 1. The journal/family history/daily life exposition of the persona in the hand of your character should be roughly three pages;
the remainder should be a series of end-notes (not footnotes) addressing the issues
of the text. Your cover page and your bibliography are not part of your page count.
Use Shelton’s introduction, text, and notes on each ancient source as a model for the
type of work you do, keeping in mind the paragraphs below.
In the first portion you may wish to respond to a major event of the first century BCE. Was your character there when Spartacus’ slave revolts tore through the
countryside? Did s/he contemplate joining Spartacus? Was your character in Rome
when Julius Caesar came through in triumph? Did s/he view Caesar as a god? As a
tyrant? Or you may instead wish to tackle the implications of a social issue. Was your
character a slave to a noble woman who committed adultery even after the Julian
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legislation? Was your character a farmer or craftsman who was being driven out of
business by a rich businessman who controlled massive slave farms or factories? Was
your character that rich businessman crushing his enemies before him?
In the second portion you need to show where your ideas are coming from. The
end-notes should treat references and quotations from ancient and modern sources.
Use your end-notes to respond to the texts we read. If, for example, you found it
implausible that slaves would sacrifice themselves for their master, as our ancient
authors often claim (e.g. in Appian), your text may provide a counterpoint to the
elite perspective and your end-note will adduce the text you are refuting. The rest
of your end-notes should provide the basic background information a person with
minimal background in the ancient world would need to understand the narrative.
Stage 3: Text and commentary II – this time it’s personal
By an incredibly lucky stroke, you have managed to find a text written by your
character’s grandparent or grandchild. This will give you the opportunity to treat
issues from the end of the second century BCE or the beginning of the first century
CE. You will again produce 5-6 pages of text and commentary. You should create
another introduction, this time one half-to one-page long. The remainder should be
a balance of the journal/family history/daily life exposition of the character and a
series of end-notes addressing the issues of the text. Try to reflect on different issues,
or address dis/continuities in the themes from your first commentary. Be sure to
include your original text and commentary in this document.
Students receive their characters by drawing them out of a hat. In a class of
24-35, I prepare 50 personae, 25 female and 25 male, populated mainly by characters
from the bottom of the social spectrum but including a range of types that illustrate
topics from the semester. A selection of personae is included at the end. Students
are allowed to draw from either hat, and if they dislike the persona they drew, they
may take another draw after everyone has had a first chance. Allowing the students
to choose their gender and to draw twice obviates accusations of stereotyping or
favoritism.
The first stage of the assignment occurs two weeks after the names are drawn.
Students must compose a single page defining each of the terms in their persona’s
description, and providing a general sense of who their character is. At this stage
students needn’t have a plot or even sources articulated, just a basic, 500-750 word
sketch. I meet with students for five minutes during one class period, giving praise
or correction as needed, and directing them to specific resources they ought to con— 167 —

sider, or even potential avenues they might wish to pursue in their next stage of their
project.
The major written assignments comprise an Introduction, Narrative, and Commentary.
THE INTRODUCTION
There are several benefits to doing an Introduction as detailed above. My students
are mostly Juniors and Seniors, but many have not thought about the nature of
what counts as necessary information. In initial drafts, many introductions resemble
a hoarder’s house, stuffed to the rafters with all sorts of discovered materials. One
advantage to the Writing Intensive model, a model that demands rewriting, is that
students can refine their introductions over the course.
I use two techniques to train students how to write efficient introductions.
First, we analyze the back covers of the various Penguins and Oxfords we use in our
course. These hundred word summaries contain essential factual data and a soupçon
of the author or work’s significance. Second, I ask them to show their Introductions
to their parents. Whatever problems their parents have, an average reader would
have, so the students should focus on these elements.
The Introductions also may contain information on how the text was ‘found’,
which helps reinforce how fragile our link to the ancient world is, and how random the accidents of transmission were. On the second day of class, I usually do
a “how distant were they” exercise. The students line up shoulder-to-shoulder in a
long hallway or out on the campus. The students are then told that each of them
represents a generation, and generations here are defined as 25 years – this is both
to make the math easier but also because most of my students are approximately
that age. Students then count down from the year 2000, each one in turn calling out
their year, which is 25 less than the year preceding. When a student shouts his or her
number, he or she retreats to the back of the line. At various points, I will pause the
countdown and punctuate that date with a placard that has a date near to the one
shouted and an illustration that I then place on the ground on that spot. We begin
with the election of George W. Bush in 2000, go through the Vietnam War, World
War II, and the Civil War. But we don’t just focus on tragedies, we also pass through
Shakespeare, the printing press, and the Magna Carta. By the time we get to Roman dates, and pass from CE to BCE, there is a substantially long physical distance
from our starting point to our end point -- either the traditional founding of Rome
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(Roman Civ class) or Homer (Myth class). I then briefly lecture on the mechanics
of transmission and loss -- how texts were preserved (copied by hand; dug from the
desert; discovered in bogs) or were lost over the centuries (burned; lost; eaten by
bookworms; ruined by water; or intentionally destroyed to make room in a library or
archive). This small lecture frequently is accompanied by pointing to the other end
of the line, infrequently with tears, and always ends with a recommendation not to
sell back their books at the end of the semester.
Requiring students to devise the means of transmission of their fictional text
from the ancient world to today encourages reflection on how pristine our current
texts are and how messy they have been throughout most of our history. Though
many students adopt a discovery similar to that of the Dead Sea Scrolls, some present clever analogies. One such student had his text surface like the papyrus wrappings of a mummy, but with manuscript pages wrapping a used Xbox from eBay, and
another found hers behind the walls in a house that was being ‘flipped’.
N A R R A T I V E A N D C O M M E N TA R Y
Students most enjoy producing the text written in the hand of their character that
they ‘found’. As you will see in the Rubric section below, I do not grade the artistic
merits of the work beyond the abstract terms ‘flow’ and ‘historical sense’. Students
who have a creative flair can produce genuinely moving works, but, since the commentary is the real point of the assignment, I don’t want students with a leaden pen
to feel left out. Indeed, I stress how little artistry counts in the final product. Plausibility, though, is key and is tied to research.
I require students to compose two assignments, one from the perspective of
a grandparent or grandchild of the first persona, so that they reflect upon the large
scale changes of the Republic or the small-changes of fortune that happen to families. Some students are intrigued with the difficulties of social mobility, keeping a
family business, losing relatives or wealth in the proscriptions. Many devise complex,
multigenerational revenge plots, and even more explore early Christianity. An unforeseen benefit has been that students use their writing to address difficult personal
issues or issues of identity vicariously through their characters. The alien environment of Ancient Rome is a safe space to consider topics too taboo or frightening to
bring up in the modern world.
Devising a second character is difficult for a lot of students, and the second
projects often reveal a combination of writer’s block and haste. Heretofore I have
not required any in-class presence of the second persona beyond starring in a second
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narrative and commentary; I suspect this is a contributing factor to the shallowness.
In future semesters I will allow students who have trouble devising the second persona to draw from the remaining slips, and also have classroom assignments where
this new character needs to appear in debate or discussion.
Pushing students for plausibility demonstrates the limits of both positivism
and truthiness, the gut feeling that something feels true, to borrow a term from Stephen Colbert. One of the implicit goals of the assignment is for students to consider
how the ancient world differs from today, to feel the alienness of the Romans. As the
semester progresses, I push the students more and more to support what their truthy
gut tells them with evidence from the readings. As we press harder and harder for
evidentiary clues, students have to work from written texts to indirect evidence – if
there’s nearly nothing from women and slaves and the lower classes, how do we read
against the grain of the sources we do have to get at a possible reality?
If, for example, a student writes, “The horror of this miserable campaign against
those beer-swilling, shaggy-bearded, aurok-loving Germans was deepened when I
read from you that little Marcia was thrown from her pony and killed,” he might
follow with an endnote that his line demonstrates that a centurion could love his
daughter, contrary to the evidence from the papyrus from a soldier to his pregnant
wife about exposing the newborn if it were a daughter,3 or to claim that the sorrow
at the loss of a daughter is not something restricted to a luxury of upperclass males
such as Cicero.4
Part of the magic of this assignment is how the creative and scholarly sides
squeeze the hermeneutic, positivist, and humanist perspectives. Students must attempt to create a plausible narrative from a different subject position, and are frequently pushed to explain why they think something is plausible, what evidence
there is for their perspective, and if there is none, why that might be. If they express
a perspective that they feel must be right, such as calling suicide a cowardly and
dishonorable escape, we can investigate why this line once delivered by a pastor or a
guidance counselor might preclude them from considering self-harm as an appropriate response. Should we consider the words of Lucretia in Livy ab Urbe Condita
5, the suicide is not honorable per se but rather forecloses others using her rape as a
precedent to cloak sexual misconduct and demonstrates an awareness of her place in
future history, or even as a human sacrifice at the foundation of the Roman Repub3

P. Oxy. 744. G.

4

Cic. Att. 13.20.1.
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lic. By juxtaposing a student’s gut feeling about a difficult topic with other ways of
explaining it, we can help a student discover the contours of her belief system. The
archaeology we then conduct on her beliefs helps situate her in the grand sweep of
human history. Ultimately, this is a liberating action – a student can better understand her own beliefs to affirm them or realize that the world of ideas is broader
than she previously thought.
One mini-lesson which helps inculcate an awareness of the contours of a student’s belief system is the Formal vs. Functional exercise. Not all analogies are apt,
since our field’s focus on historical and cultural specificity helps avoid flattening
difference between peoples. I recall a student approaching me the third day of the
first course I taught on my own, asking me to weigh in on a debate he was having
with his pastor, asking: “Who was more perverted, the Greeks or the Romans?” My
attempts to nuance his question, interrogating “Greek”, “Roman”, and “perverted”
fell on aggressively deaf ears but instructed me in the importance of understanding
the different predispositions of my students.
The Formal vs. Functional distinction reduces a different sort of disposition
generated by good-hearted attempts at multicultural education, namely the radical,
anti-foundational equivalence of all peoples. Tom Habinek, in his Diversity in the
Classical Western Tradition class at USC, used to call it “Food-court multiculturalism”, i.e. a philosophy of “you eat tacos? we eat hamburgers! we must all be the
same.” These facile comparisons preclude genuine engagement with other cultures,
and blunt articulation of and debate about values. When the answer is “it was just
their way of life and we have to accept it,” we can’t interrogate the calculus of slavery
or female infanticide, let alone globalism or glass ceilings.
The commentaries demand reflection on these sorts of issues. If a student does
indeed find evidence for her claims, we can press upon whether the similarity is
formal or functional -- i.e. is the commonality we observe one that just looks the
same (as in “that cloud looks like a schoolbus but is probably not a schoolbus”), or
does it have some deeper analogous structures. I regularly use the following exercise
to teach the Formal vs. Functional distinction.
T H E “ F O R M A L V S . F U N C T I O N A L” E X E R C I S E
In the course of our readings the first time we run across a piece of ancient literature
that describes the beauty of an adolescent, I ask if there are similarities in what was
seen as beautiful in the ancient world and today. Students note characteristics such
as a graceful figure, smooth skin, stylish and neat clothing, modesty, innocence, and
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wit, all attributes that are conventionally beautiful today. When we address the age
of the person in the poem, I direct the conversation toward youth beauty pageants,
and specifically the TLC show “Toddlers & Tiaras”. Students often know that in
child beauty pageants very young girls wear adult makeup, adult clothes, and engage
in dance routines, behavior, and deportment that is appropriate for pageants for
people in their late teens and early twenties. The ground laid, this becomes the hook
for our lesson.
For our first stage of analysis, we address what makes something beautiful in
both eras and construct some hypotheses why the similarities exist–perhaps there
are similar social structures in the two worlds, or perhaps these sorts of feelings tap
into innate human desires, or perhaps modern concepts of beauty can be traced
back to ancient literature. We then describe how one of the main differences in the
ancient text and modern custom is actually a similarity. In many such erotic pieces,
paleness was seen as the most beautiful skin tone, whereas today many Caucasian
pageant contestants have been known to spend time on a tanning bed–needless to
say, this is not a universal practice across all the diverse populations of America, but
it is common for some, particularly in my region. Nonetheless, this demonstrates
that a formal difference (that is, a difference in the way these two characters are
presented) is actually a functional similarity (that is, a similarity when viewed from
a deep cultural comparison). In the example of skin tone, paleness in the ancient
world–for women at least–signified that they were women of leisure, not having to
go outside and work, but rather able to sit inside and enjoy a life of free play, culture,
and self-cultivation; in modern times, being tan signifies that one is not stuck inside
working all day, but rather has time to go out, frolic, play, and engage in healthy activities under the sun. Thus there is a fundamental analogy at work in both cultures
and the differences are only skin deep.
In the second stage we return to comparing Honey Boo-boo and child pageants with our text, turning to a formal similarity cloaking a functional difference.
If there are similarities in attributes that are attractive in these two cultures, what
is different? The implications of beauty. In our ancient text, the adolescent was receiving praise as an entrée to developing a romantic relationship with the speaker of
the poem, whereas today we rightly de-sexualize our youth. None of the children or
adolescents who take part in our pageants, regardless of how many adult behaviors
they present on stage, are supposed to be seen as objects of romantic love or lust, and
it would be repugnant and criminal were they presented as such. Indeed, pageant
culture is aggressively asexual. Modern pageants emphasize talent, poise, and verbal
acuity; the prizes are scholarships to college. The sexuality of the entrants is down— 172 —

played, they are “Miss” (not “Mrs.” or “Ms. America/USA”). When sex is present it
causes great consternation, as we saw with Vanessa Williams losing her Miss America crown for appearing in Playboy, the Miss Florida competition excluding Caroline Schwitzky because she appeared in a pageant at a pornographic film convention,
Carrie Prejean’s nearly losing her title as Miss California for risqué modeling photos
and a sexually explicit home video, or the allegations of Sheena Monnin, Miss Pennsylvania, that Miss USA was rigged based on looks. By comparing the uses to which
beauty is put in each of these time periods, we can see that the formal similarity
(attributes of beauty) cloaks a functional difference (implications of beauty).
A S S E S S M E N T: A N O N Y M O U S P E E R R E V I E W S
Anonymous peer reviews are an important first assessment of this work. I prefer
these over in-class reviews or drafts initially submitted to me for several reasons. I
notice that when students speak face to face, many of them have not learned how
to deliver criticism in a useful/diplomatic/tactful fashion. Raised on the internet,
flush with power and indignity, many comments are too harsh and delivered with
a rotten, snotty tone. The opposite also happens, when a student might only deliver
praise without any type of criticism at all. Perhaps they are afraid of offending, perhaps there is a romantic or sexual attraction to their colleague/partner, perhaps there
is a fear of conflict or of reprisal, perhaps they lack confidence in their own critical
abilities. Rarely is a student in the middle ground and capable of giving a solid, face
to face critique. Anonymous peer reviews tend to avoid these problems because the
students don’t have to face their object and they have a rubric set before them as well
as a grid to fill out.
The anonymity of peer reviews can breed hostile indignation, as mentioned
above, but this rudeness is forestalled by two measures. First, I have an in-class
discussion arguing that criticism is in its heart a form of persuasion. Students have
to be able to trust their critic and realize that the comments are in the best interest
of the project. Comments delivered too harshly won’t be taken seriously and can
hamper the good work you are trying to do. This lecture is affectionately known
by the punchline, “Don’t be a jerk.” The second mechanism is to enforce civility by
saying that inappropriate comments will be docked from the peer review section of
the grade, and terrible comments will negate the grade for the section. Since the rule
is if you don’t do a section you get a zero on the whole assignment, this effectively
means that uncivil discourse causes a student to miss a section and thereby fail the
class. An armed society is a polite society.
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Another advantage to anonymous peer reviews is that students get to see what another person’s paper looks like. As an undergraduate I know that I was a pretty lousy
writer, quite lazy, and a coward where criticism was concerned. My skills were weak
and I skated by on the originality of my ideas. Not until I started really paying attention to how articles are written and reading drafts of classmates’ work in graduate
school did I start to get a sense of what is expected of me as a writer. By adding an
audience, one imbued with a panoptically-valid paranoia (which students read my
paper? whose papers did I read?), the orientation of a paper shifts from a professor/
student binary, and much better work results.
Students who are compelled to read the work of another and to take an active
interest, noting what is successful and what isn’t, take a more active approach to
their own work. Next, it guarantees a draft before the deadline. Finally, by seeing
my rubric sheet (the second page of the cover sheet attached to the peer reviews),
students have a clear idea of what I find important and how I grade, and students
have specific, descriptive, and guided ways for analyzing the merits of their own text.
The mechanics of the anonymous peer reviews are straightforward and require
precise record keeping. In preparation I make a list of all my students in a spreadsheet and collect all their electronic submissions in a folder. Then I open each document in turn, stripping off the cover page and pasting the “Anonymous Review
Sheet” (see below). I save the document with the name [Greek letter]ROUGH,
letters assigned in the order of my opening the document, and I note in the column next to the student’s name what the new document title will be. Once all the
documents have been renamed, I randomize the order of documents twice, one in
each successive column, and students are then emailed two documents. Here is an
illustration from a hypothetical (and awesome) class:
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Attachment 1

Name

Paper code

Edit Code1

Edit Code2

DeToo, Artoo

Alpha

Beta

Delta

Organa, Leia

Beta

Alpha

Epsilon

Skywalker, Luke

Gamma

Epsilon

Beta

Solo, Han

Delta

Gamma

Alpha

Vader, Darth

Epsilon

Delta

Gamma

After grading the texts, students change the title to [Greek letter]EDITED and
email me their edits; I then return the edited copies to the students.
A model of the comment sheet I attach to the first page of the peer review
follows, as well as a model of my grading rubric. On the first page is a check-sheet
so students (and I) can get a quick sense of the quality of the paper in the areas for
grading. Definitions are provided on the second page of the cover sheet. Students
are instructed to put their comments in-line, in brackets, and emboldened. As there
are a range of word-processing programs in use, this simple model works well across
platforms, even if saved as Rich Text Format.
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Attachment 2
Persona Paper 1 Comment Sheet
Instructions: please read and comment on the attached paper. Put your comments
in the body of the text [inside brackets and emboldened]. Additional comments
may be attached at the end of this paper. After your editing, please fill out the boxes
below.
IMPORTANT:
Before emailing the paper back to Dr. Chrol, you must change the final
element of the file name from “ROUGH” to “EDITED”. For example, if you were
emailed a file entitled “alpha1ROUGH” you will email it back “alpha1EDITED”.
Email the full document to Dr. Chrol by [DATE, TIME].
Paper name: [examplename]ROUGH
Please put an X in the appropriate box:

Great

Good

Coming
Along

Needs
Work

Needs
Serious
Revision

Introduction 20%
Historical Accuracy
Flow
Text 30%
Flow
Historical Plausibility
Commentary 30%
Treatment of Themes
Citation
Mechanics 10%
Swerve 10%
Please type any general comments (i.e. not included in the text itself ) below:
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Rubric Definitions
Introduction 20%
Historical accuracy - Does the text suit what we know about the ancient
world?

Flow - Does the introduction set out all the information that a novice
reader would need to understand the persona?
Text 30%
Flow - Is the text internally coherent? Do the pieces flow into each other?
Is there an organic unity? Does the argument make sense?

Historical sense - Does the text adequately represent what we know of the
era? Does the text address important issues of social or political history?
Does the text evidence research?
Commentary 30%
Treatment of themes - Does the Commentary adequately explain the

opaque sections of the Text? Does the Commentary in its response to Text
engage with issues of social or political history? Does the Commentary
evidence research?

Citation - Is there adequate recourse to ancient and modern material

to back up the Text? Do the Text and Commentary respond to ancient
evidence?

Mechanics 10%
Does the piece STRICTLY adhere to the Style Sheet? Is the piece

grammatically correct? Are rules of punctuation and formatting correctly
followed?
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A paper may NOT receive a perfect score in this area if there are more
than 2 grammatical or punctuation errors.
Swerve 10%
(This is a subjective assessment of how the text feels to you as critic.)
How does it feel? Does the Text and Commentary address issues of the

ancient world? Does it express a deep understanding of the era? Does it
demonstrate research into Roman topics?

Persona Project Grade Sheet
Name:
Topic area

Grade

Comments

Introduction 20%
Historical Accuracy
Flow
Text 30%
Flow
Historical Plausibility
Commentary 30%
Treatment of Themes
Citation
Mechanics 10%
Swerve 10%
Total 100%
NOTE: I also include a copy of the rubric definitions found at the end of the Anonymous
Peer Review Sheet (see above).
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CONCLUSION
The true value of this assignment is the intersubjective work that the students have
to do. Instead of an intellectually lazy version of the cliché “walk a mile in another’s
shoes”, students are compelled to produce evidence for their claims or infer from a
lack of evidence. Classics courses provide students with a vocabulary for discussing
difficult topics — first with the alien cultures of the ancient world, then with our
own. In my eyes, societies develop codes to address specific needs, and it is up to the
citizens of these societies to understand the underpinnings of those codes. When
faced with a different moral system, curiosity, understanding, reason, and negotiation ought to trump the easy anti-foundationalism of ‘well, you’re different, how
about that,’ or the recent aggressive solipsism of, ‘you are constraining my religious
freedom by saying I shouldn’t say hateful things about you’. And so through comprehending the historical contingency of certain basic categories of understanding
the world, like the relative value of a citizen/male/adult/free life relative to a barbarian / woman / child / freed / slave life, or working through the social calculus
underpinning slavery, child marriage, the separate but unequal worlds of women and
men, or autochthony, students become disturbed from their conventional patterns
of thought. After the once-stable pillars underpinning their understanding of the
world have been reduced to basic building blocks, students are liberated to create
self-generated, authentic bridges across the empathy gaps generated by ideology.
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APPENDIX: EXAMPLE PERSONAE
Men:
Manetho, Egyptian scribe at the library of Alexandria
Marcus Cornelius Scipio, Aedile on his way up, properties in Tusculum
and Rome
Lucius Audax Tullius, freedman, baker in Rome
Postumus Corbutus, free farmer from the countryside
Gnatho, slave from countryside
Felix, boy-toy for rich master at Rome
Mucius Cornelius Terentius, ex-Praetor, Senator, in a priestly college
Gaius Metellus Luculianus, Eques, primarily lives in Pompeii where he
owns a large wine farm
Vibius Pullo, Centurion with the legions, from Locri, was in the army for
10 years
Crystomathus Catulus, freed, received great wealth on the death of his
master, the Senator Marius Catulus
Myrddin, son of a Gaetulian hetman (chief ), hostage at Rome
Ferox, slave, gladiator, originally from Gallia Narbonensis
Leontiskos, slave, actor, originally from Macedonia
Gaius Trebucio Valentinius, Tribune, father was a freedman
Publius Octavian, freedman, undertaker
Women:
Julia Cornelia Dolabella, wife of a Consul
Athena Tironia, freedwoman, wealthy proprietress of a fuller’s concern
Tertia Lentula Nasica, Vestal Virgin
Fortunata, slave, originally from Syria, prostitute
Fotis, priestess of Isis at Rome
Minor Sulpicia, wife of a tavern-owner
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Postuma Cato, wife of a Quaestor on his way up
Psyche, slave, weaver-woman
Byrrhaena, farm slave, originally from Numidia
Tullia Figula, freedwoman baker
Charite Domna, runs a fish-stall with her husband in Rome
Lucia Tiberia, wife of an insula owner
Publia Peperna, wife to an eques who imports pottery and grain from
Egypt
Quinta Cinna, wife of a Sabine farmer
Talthibula, freedwoman originally from Bithynia, hairdresser
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B O O K

R E V I E W S

Malcolm Davies,
The Aethiopis: Neo-Analysis Reanalyzed.
Hellenic Studies 71. Center for Hellenic Studies.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016. Pp. 120. Paper
(ISBN 978-0-674-08831-3) $22.50.
The Aethiopis recounted the events in the Trojan War following the action of the
Iliad, including the death of Achilles himself. Virtually no “physical” traces of this
poem have survived, and we know the poem’s plot only through a paraphrase in
Proclus; yet the poem wields outsize influence in the study of archaic Greek epic due
to its being considered a “source” for the Iliad in the branch of Homeric scholarship
that has come to be known as “Neo-analysis.” It is a reappraisal of this theory that
Malcolm Davies wants to achieve in offering this analysis of the Aethiopis.
After summarily dealing with older analytic theories according to which the
Aethiopis is an amalgamation of two earlier distinct poems, a Penthesileia and a
Memnonid, Davies sets out, in Chapter 1, to survey the evidence customarily adduced for a dependency of the Iliad on the Aethiopis. He resists the one size fits all
approach of many of the Neoanalysts and goes through the relevant scenes one by
one, taking the “complexity of the issues involved” (4) as a guiding principle without
pledging allegiance to or outright rejection of the Neoanalytic program. In many
cases, Davies argues, the primacy of the Aethiopis “is not susceptible of proof ” (6)
and the traditional qualitative argument that the better version of the motif must
be the older and original one does not hold water. Davies usefully points out that
certain motifs may be so generic and traditional as to be interdependent, rather than
being related to each other as a source and its derivation (10–12).
In the end it is only the scene in Book 8 in which Diomedes rescues Nestor
from death at the hands of Hector after Paris has shot Nestor’s horse that is singled
out as a sure case of the Iliad modeling itself on a scene in the Aethiopis, the scene
in which Antilochos saves his father Nestor from death at the hands of Memnon.
He is killed in this action by Memnon, who in turn will be killed by Achilles. The
rationale used is the Neo-analyst Wolfgang Kullmann’s reformulation of the qual— 182 —

ity argument that is other-wise inconclusive: “If there are two uses of a motif, one
tragic, the other not, then the tragic version must be primary and original” (6). In
all other cases (e.g., Antilochus saving Menelaus’ life, 5.561–73; Thrasymedes saving
his brother Antilochus, 16.317–29; Patroclus’ pyre as modeled on Achilles’, 23.192–211;
Patroclus’ death as modeled on Achilles’, 16.844–54; Sarpedon’s death as modeled on
Memnon’s in the Aethiopis; Hector’s death as modeled on Memnon’s) there is for
Davies a contextually bound reason to argue that the Neo-analytic approach tends
to reductive. As Davies puts it in a capping phrase: “Neoanalysis seems to act as
block to the understanding of a given passage’s impact” (p. 22).
In Chapter 2, Davies examines vase paintings as possible evidence for the
Aethiopis and concludes that only one scene, Eos carrying her son Memnon’s corpse
from the battle location (34–6), finds secure attestation on archaic artifacts, including Attic red- and black-figure vases and Etruscan mirrors. One might add, however, that even if we can identify a character or scene that is recognizable from Proclus’
paraphrase, it does not necessarily follow that it is drawn from an Aethiopis as an
actual poetic work. This is a fortiori the case when details are not in easy or direct
agreement with what we know of the Aethiopis, such as Hermes, and not Zeus, as
the deity who holds the scales in the vase paintings of a Psychostasia (a “weighing
of the souls”) involving Achilles and Memnon. Davies remains skeptical on an ad
hoc basis, drawing attention to the specific requirements of the visual medium which
may account for the detail of the presence of Thetis and Eos, Achilles’ and Memnon’s mothers, in various painted scenes, such as the Psychostasia or the actual combat between the two heroes (29, 32). But here we can turn the argument around and
entertain the possibility that the scene in the picture, adapted to the requirements of
the visual medium and the space of the vase, may refer to a scene from the lost poem.
In one case, Hypnos and Thanatos transporting a corpse that is supposedly Memnon’s, Davies voices strong doubts about this identification; and even if we somehow
learned that the vases in question indeed depict Hypnos, Thanatos, and Memnon,
we cannot exclude the possibility that the scene comes from the Iliad (16.676–83;
Sarpedon’s corpse) and is transferred to Memnon.
The perspective shifts when in Chapter 3 instead of the Iliad the Aethiopis
itself is taken as vantage point, in the form of a commentary on the paraphrase of
the poem we find in Proclus. Moving through the poem episode by episode Davies
adopts the same skeptical stance as in the previous chapters, expressing hesitation
on the question whether Attic vase paintings of Achilles and Penthesileia faithfully
represent scenes from the lost poem; the question whether these scenes underlie our
Iliad is of course moot. This is not the case for the Thersites episode in the Aethiopis
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which in Proclus’ summary immediately follows the death and burial of Penthesileia.
Thersites’ death at the hand of Achilles when he insults the latter is more “tragic”
than his beating in the Iliad at the hand of Odysseus, who intervenes in Thersites’
quarrel with Agamemnon; but Davies still maintains that “the presence of elaboration and the absence of ‘tragic’ consequences are not infallible indexes of derivative
status” (54), drawing attention to the possibility that the Aethiopis draws on an
un-Homeric tradition in which Thersites is of Aetolian nobility. When we come to
the death of Antilochos at the hands of Memnon (61–4), the scene is less seen as a
model for the death of Patroclus at the hands of Hector than for the scene in Virgil’s
Aeneid in which Lausus dies at the hands of Aeneas in an attempt to save the life
of his father Mezentius. The discussion has suddenly, and not unreasonably, shifted
into a (neo-)analysis of the Aeneid.
The discussion, sure-footed and even-handed throughout, is mostly a critical
review of older scholarship and contains much useful material for scholars wishing
to immerse themselves in the intricacies of the discussion over the years. There is,
however, no reference to modern discussions of the Aethiopis, with the exception
of Martin West’s 2013 The Epic Cycle (Oxford). Fantuzzi’s and Tsagalis’ The Greek
Epic Cycle and its Ancient Reception (Cambridge 2015) and Bruno Currie’s Homer’s
Allusive Art (Oxford 2016) may have been published too late to have been taken
into account. But this is not true for much of the work of Jonathan Burgess since
his 2001 monograph The Tradition of the Trojan War in Homer and the Epic Cycle
(Baltimore, MD). And this work is precisely at the core of what is referred to on the
back cover of the book as Neoanalysis’ “recent revival in subtler form” ([the] “theory’s
more sophisticated reincarnation”). There is much recent work on the possibility of
antecedents to the Homeric poems through a combination of oral poetry study and
intertextuality: the recognition that salient traditional phraseology can be “re-used”
in other epic stories and episodes, thus transferring its themes and associations to
a new context. If this is the “revival” that is referred to on the back cover, then the
book’s argument neither acknowledges it nor benefits from it. This omission is especially felt in the discussion of the well-known lines describing Achilles’ reaction to
the death of Patroclus in formulas seemingly evoking Achilles’ own death. Scholarship on this issue has much progressed since Kakridis (1949), Pestalozzi (1945), and
Schadewaldt (1952).
In closing, then, this short book provides reliable guidance through the maze of
older literature, but does not provide new perspectives nor does it engage with the
most recent developments.
NECJ 44.3				
Egbert J. Bakker
							
Yale University
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Elton Barker, Stefan Bouzarovski,
Christopher Pelling, and Leif Isaksen, eds.,
New Worlds from Old Texts: Revisiting Ancient Space and Place.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016. Pp. 400. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-19-966413-9) $135.00.
This book is a display of the inquiry of learned scholars, so that the spatial humanities (especially the spatial analysis of Herodotus) might be known, and that great
and marvellous research, some visualized with digital tools, some by traditional analog methods, may gain glory among Classicists.
Although his name is not in the book’s title, Herodotus’ Histories, especially
book 5, is central to this volume. The book is divided into three sections: Part I
addresses ideas of space in literary texts of the Classical period; Part II focuses on
Hestia (http://hestia.open.ac.uk/hestia/), a digital humanities project initially funded
from 2008-2010, that analyses Herodotus’ Histories using various spatial tools; Part
III introduces two more digital and spatial projects and two final chapters offering
theory and concluding threads.
The first six chapters of the volume (Part I) all use Herodotus as a touchstone
for addressing the use and representation of space in Classical Greek texts. Oliver
Thomas (“Greek Hymnic Spaces”) compares Herodotus’ treatment of Delos to that
of Greek hymns. Donald Murray (“The Waters at the End of the World: Herodotus and Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography”) shows how Achaemenid imperial
ideology drew on the cosmic geographies of Babylon and Assyria and appears in
Herodotus’ descriptions of the rituals and imperial language of Darius and Xerxes.
Paola Ceccarelli (“Map, Catalogue, Drama, Narrative: Representations of Aegean
Space”) uses perceptions of the Aegean in visual images, catalogic texts, drama,
and prose (Anaximander’s map, Hecataeus, Aeschylus’ Persians and Herodotus, respectively) to examine the Aegean’s representation across time and genre. Mathieu
de Bakker (“An Uneasy Smile: Herodotus and the Question of How to View the
World”) analyzes Herodotus’ attitude towards cartography and spatial description,
contrasting the Histories’ characters’ failed moments of cartographic viewing with
Herodotus’ own dynamic and hodological narration. Tim Rood (“Mapping Spatial
and Temporal Distance in Herodotus and Thucydides”) uses historical texts, modern
anthropology and travel literature to contrast the fixity of modern cartographic representations with the fluidity of ancient narrative representations. Kathryn Stevens
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(“From Herodotus to a ‘Hellenistic’ World? The Eastern Geographies of Aristotle and Theophrastus”) compares and maps geographical references in Aristotle’s
Historia Animalium and Theophrastus’ Historia Plantarum to show the conceptual
shift between Aristotle’s Herodotean world and the Hellenistic intellectual world
of Theophrastus.
As Part I circles around Herodotus, Part II pulls the focus to the center of
Herodotus’ work, Book 5, and to the work of the Hestia project. In Chapter 7 (“Between East and West: Movements and Transformations in Herodotean Topology”),
Stefan Bouzarovski and Elton Barker construct a series of four network diagrams
showing spatial relationships between the geographic entities mentioned in Book
5; in Chapter 8 (“Telling Stories with Maps: Digital Experiments with Herodotean
Geography”), Barker, Leif Isaksen, and Jessica Ogden explain the process behind
the creation of those network diagrams; and in Chapter 9 (“Space-travelling in
Herodotus Book 5”), Barker and Christopher Pelling build on the network diagrams
of Chapter 7 to closely examine their implications for a spatial reading of Herodotus’
narrative which brings out the importance of the cultural and physical geographies
at work in his text.
Part III begins by exploding the frame of analysis both geographically and theoretically with two chapters describing digital projects which use network analysis
tools to examine material evidence. Tom Brughmans and Jeroen Poblome (“Pots in
Space: An Exploratory and Geographical Network Analysis of Roman Pottery Distribution”) use their ICRATES (Inventory of Crafts and Trade in the Roman East,
http://icrates.arts.kuleuven.be/icrates/network-analysis) database for examining
distribution patterns of Roman tableware in the eastern Mediterranean to advocate
for the use of network analysis techniques beyond those included in commonly-used
GIS suites. Lin Foxhall, Katharina Rebay-Salisbury, and the other 13 authors of
“Tracing Networks: Technological Knowledge, Cultural Contact, and Knowledge
Exchange in the Ancient Mediterranean and Beyond” describe the Tracing Networks project (http://www.tracingnetworks.ac.uk), an overarching conceptual approach and a common data ontology for seven archaeological projects examining
networks of material culture and two related computer science projects. The final
two chapters return the focus to texts: Øyvind Eide (“Verbal Expressions of Geographical Information”) discusses the relationship and relative affordances between
maps and text in the digital humanities, and Christopher Pelling (“A View from
the Boundary”) draws out a number of themes running through the chapters: alternative visualizations and focalizations, how to reconstruct the ancient mindset, the
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political and imperial dimensions of space, and interactions between time and space.
This volume intervenes in three fields of scholarship, Herodotean studies, Classical geography and spatial analysis, and the digital humanities, and it does so with
remarkable coherence. Part of the credit for this goes to Herodotus, whose Histories
provides many valuable examples of the complex interplay between geographical
and historical literature, previously examined by Katherine Clarke’s Between Geography and History (Oxford 1999) and Alex Purves’ Space and Time in Ancient
Greek Narrative (Cambridge 2010), the latter of which underpins many of the spatial discussions in this volume. Each of the contributions in Part I demonstrate how
a close spatial reading of ancient texts can illuminate narrative, focal, generic, and
temporal issues. However, much of the credit for the volume’s coherence must go
to the editors, who have facilitated a considerable remarkable degree of dialogue
between authors.
While Herodotus and spatial analysis are natural companions, integrating the
digital aspect is a more challenging task, one at which this volume succeeds. The
chapters on digital projects provide detailed case studies of how digital tools can be
productively used to illuminate well examined areas of the ancient world. The emphasis throughout is on how digital approaches assist and open new opportunities
for, but do not replace, close textual analysis. Part II presents the Hestia project as an
example of the process of digital work and publications. Through three chapters, the
authors emphasize the critical role of scholarly textual analysis in interpreting and
contextualizing the inputs and outputs of digital tools. Understanding the importance of informed data preparation and analysis is critical for understanding digital
scholarship.
There are some wrinkles. Several of the network diagrams in Chapter 7 are
printed unaltered from a dynamic online interface. At times the text refers to an
apparently important node in the network diagram which is nevertheless not large
enough in the network to receive an automated label (Phrygia and Phoenecia in
Figure 7.1, Aegina in Figure 7.2). The physical dimensions of the page also result
in faint lines and very small printing on some diagrams, which may be an issue for
some readers. As Chapter 8 notes, “time is rarely kind to the documentation of digital projects” (182); this is particularly true of URLs. As of the time of writing (May
2017), the printed link to the book’s supplementary data visualizations (hosted by
OUP) was dead. Much of the data can be found at Hestia’s website (http://hestia.
open.ac.uk/hestia/).
New Worlds from Old Texts is an excellent example of the integration of
thoughtful humanistic inquiry and digital methods. It would serve as a fine example
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for anyone curious about digital classics. Moreover, several of the papers in Part I
make a strong claim for inclusion in a classical geography syllabus and the volume is
essential reading for anyone considering the spatial dimension of Herodotus.
NECJ 44.3				
Hamish Cameron
							
Bates College

Philip Hardie, ed.,
Augustan Poetry and the Irrational.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016. Pp. 336. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-19-872472-8) $125.00.
Scholars and librarians may perhaps be forgiven for any weariness in the face of
so many edited volumes on classical subjects, whether “companions” or, as in the
present case, collections of papers that originated in a colloquium. But lovers of Augustan poetry will want to make room on their shelves for this addition to the vast
and somewhat unwieldy bibliography. Hardie’s collection will be of most interest to
graduate students and professional scholars working on Augustan poetry; the essays
assume a level of sophistication and background that may prove daunting for all but
the most advanced undergraduates.
Including the editor’s introduction, there are fifteen papers in this volume, with
four sections (of more or less equal length) to organize the contributions thematically. The first heading is concerned with civil war; subsequent movements of the
volume address “Order and Disorder”; “Reason and Desire”; “Self-contradictions:
Philosophy and Rhetoric”; and “Virgilian Figures of the Irrational.” While the divisions are both well-considered and the papers eminently appropriate for each section, there is something of an overlap that creates a synergy between the “chapters.”
Hardie’s introduction seeks to offer a definition—or at least to explore the process of attempting such a definition—of the elusive (not to say nebulous) concept
of the “irrational.” The madness that is all too common in matters both martial and
amatory is considered at length; the peculiar status of furor in the Roman consciousness (especially in an Augustan context) is of particular interest.
The individual contributions are of uniformly high quality and interest; a sur— 188 —

vey of several will offer a sense of the direction and focus of the material. Elena
Giusti’s essay on the depiction of Carthage in Virgil’s Aeneid offers an insighful
commentary on key passages of the first book of the poet’s epic, with rich material
for consideration in the study of the question of Roman identity and the relationship of Rome to its Mediterranean neighbors.
Giusti’s paper accords nicely with its successor, Stefano Rebeggiani’s work on
madness and tragedy in the Aeneid. Here consideration of the Virgilian allusion to
Orestes lore is connected to a sensitive discussion of the youthful career of Octavian
and Augustan propaganda concerning Octavian’s role in the vengeance for the assassination of Caesar. Rebeggiani’s essay succeeds in showing the critical importance
of Orestes lore in the mechanism of the Aeneid, and offers insightful material for
consideration on the influence of tragic verse on the epic of Augustan Rome.
Noteworthy, too, is the exceptional treatment of Bacchic imagery in the second
Georgic by Emily Gowers. The author deftly considers one of the more mysterious
divinities in the Augustan pantheon, a god whose very presence in a work of Augustan verse may seem at variance with the rational tenets of an Apollo or Jupiter.
Those who would consider the seeming anithesis between the Dionysian and the
Apollonian, however, will profit much from Jane Burkowski’s look at the Apollo of
Tibullus, c. 2.3 and 2.5—a god who at first appears in rather uncomplimentary guise
as the lover of the mortal Admetus. Gowers’ paper is a gem of a contribution in a
book with impressive competitors.
Jacqueline Fabre-Serris offers a cogent study of Ovid as would-be praeceptor
feminarum or “instructor of women,” with some consideration of Ovid’s youthful
visits to the circle of Messalla and his exposure to the elegiac poet Sulpicia. One
of the great strengths of Fabre-Serris’ essay is its consideration of a wide range of
Ovidian verse, which is especially valuable in a book that understandably somewhat
prejudices Virgil.
Donncha O’Rourke’s essay is a rich and comprehensive examination of the
Propertian corpus, with the focus on the presentation of Cynthia and the place of
the poet’s last book in the corpus of his work; the editor indicates that it was commissioned subsequent to the original colloquium (no doubt to expand the coverage
of the volume to include the Roman Callimachus).
Séverine Clément-Tarantino reexamines one of the most puzzling problems
of the second, Iliadic half of Virgil’s Aeneid—the relationship between the Fury
Allecto and the actions and motivations of Turnus and Amata, with detailed consideration of the commentary tradition on the passage from antiquity to Horsfall.
The chapters of this edited volume do not aspire to comprise a comprehen— 189 —

sive survey of the question of the irrational in Augustan poetry. Different contributors might have chosen other topics and material from the storehouse of Horatian,
Ovidian, and other Augustan verse. But what the reader finds here is an eminently
rewarding, fascinating set of papers that will do much to spur further consideration
of a topic that is, paradoxically, both over- and understudied. To the degree that the
papers do not conform to a predetermined dogmatism of interpretation, the reader
will benefit from a fresh look at old problems, and will emerge with a better understanding of the challenges that confronted the poets of a world that no doubt often
seemed to totter on the brink of madness.
NECJ 44.3						 Lee Fratantuono
						 Ohio Wesleyan University

Neil Bernstein,
Seneca: Hercules Furens.
London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Pp. 168. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-4742-5492-2) $88.00.
Neil Bernstein’s Seneca: Hercules Furens is the fourth monograph on a tragedy by
Seneca the Younger in the Bloomsbury Companions to Greek and Roman Tragedy series, following its earlier publications on Seneca’s Phaedra (2002), Thyestes (2003),
and Oedipus (2015). In keeping with the mission of the Bloomsbury Companions,
Bernstein’s book is geared toward undergraduates and general readers who are inexperienced with the Latin language and/or Roman culture. This work also serves as
further evidence of the continuing resurgence of scholarly interest in Seneca.
This slender yet richly informative book does much to cultivate greater appreciation for Seneca’s Hercules Furens. While pointing out themes and details shared
with Euripides’ better-known play, Heracles (which received a Bloomsbury Companion in 2006), Bernstein makes it clear that Hercules Furens is not simply a “translation” or “reproduction” of Euripides’ work, but rather a uniquely creative work to
be interpreted and admired in its own right. In five thematically organized chapters
(which follow a Preface that outlines the structure and content of the book), the
author examines the historical, social, political, and cultural contexts that shape Sen— 190 —

eca’s play, while also analyzing the figure of Hercules/Heracles and his mythology.
The book concludes with a list of citations; an annotated list of recommendations for
further reading; an up-to-date bibliography; a handy timeline outlining aspects of
Seneca’s life, the performance of the play, and its reception; a short glossary of Greek
and Latin terms used in the book; and an index.
Chapter 1, “Introducing Hercules Furens,” performs a scene-by-scene summary of the play. Rather than simply rehashing plot, these summaries also underline
aspects of ancient drama and Roman culture that are likely to be unfamiliar or surprising to modern readers, such as Juno’s directing of blame toward the victims of
Jupiter’s repeated rapes, and not toward Jupiter himself, in the opening speech of
the play. Bernstein’s investigation is therefore sensitive to how Seneca’s characters
operate with certain moral assumptions that might appear “repugnant to a modern
audience” (xi). These scene-summaries also constructively point out things that do
not transpire, further enhancing awareness of anachronistic assumptions that modern readers may bring to the table. For example, immediately after Hercules kills
his children and his wife Megara, the chorus only briefly mourns the deaths of
the children and never mentions the fate of Megara. Bernstein observes how this
omission “reflects the macho, misogynistic culture” of the Roman audience, as well
as the fact that Hercules is notoriously unfaithful to each of his wives in Greek and
Roman mythology (13).
Chapter 2, “Major Themes in Hercules Furens”, traverses an array of topics in
four sections: Madness and the passions; Courage, violence, and suicide; Ancestry
and identity; Moralized landscapes. Bernstein ties together this disparate array of
themes by repeatedly focusing on Seneca’s use of rhetoric, and by exploring how
each theme pertains to the nature of Hercules’ identity and his “heroism”. In this
chapter and in other parts of the book (particularly in Chapter 4), Bernstein draws
intriguing connections between Seneca’s life and the content of the play, suggesting
for instance that Seneca’s frequent struggles with sickness and subsequent contemplation of suicide (cf. Moral Letters 78.1-2) motivated his interest in portraying the
typically “robust Hercules” reduced to a suicidal state (27-28). Yet elsewhere Bernstein expresses skepticism toward “naïve biographical interpretation,” and he readily
dismisses, for example, the possibility that the chorus’ praise of simple country life
could have been informed by Seneca’s experiences on rustic Corsica (24). Skepticism
of biographical interpretation is duly warranted, but it would be helpful to elaborate
why certain biographical readings might be considered permissible and others not,
especially since the book is designed for readers who might not be very aware of the
potential pitfalls of such interpretations.
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Chapter 3, “Monster-slayer, Moral Exemplar, and Madman: Hercules’ Ancient
Roles,” investigates the varying representations of Hercules in mythological narratives prior to the time of Seneca. It also examines how Hercules Furens operates
in discourse with earlier works of Latin literature, including Plautus’ Menaechmi
and Mercator, Virgil’s Aeneid, and Ovid’s Metamorphoses, with comparisons that
shed light on each of these works as well as Seneca’s play. This chapter also analyzes
how Seneca, like Euripides, presents Hercules’ madness as a medical condition, with
specific symptoms that recall the description of epilepsy in the Hippocratic treatise
On the Sacred Disease. The similarities are striking, but one key difference not mentioned is that Seneca’s Hercules (and Euripides’ Heracles) performs coordinated
movements of attack during his bout of madness; such action seems highly improbable in the Hippocratic account of epileptic seizures.
Chapter 4, “Hercules Furens and Seneca’s Career,” provides background information about Seneca’s life, and his work as politician, orator, tragedian, and philosopher. These discussions make illuminating connections between the world of
imperial Rome and aspects of Seneca’s play. In one fascinating example, Bernstein
delves into the relationship between societal class status and the expression—or
repression— of anger (ira), demonstrating how these factors inform representations
of ira experienced by Senecan characters such as Hercules and Juno (85-86). Here
and elsewhere in this chapter, we encounter repeated parallels between Hercules
Furens and Seneca’s philosophical writings. While these parallels are usually quite
compelling, novice readers might benefit from a more explicit discussion of this
methodology, including the complexities and caveats of reading Seneca’s tragedies
alongside his prose works.
Chapter 5, “Performance and Reception,” begins with the debate concerning
the performance of Seneca’s tragedies in his own time, and then surveys performances of Hercules Furens and works influenced by it from the Renaissance (e.g.
Marlowe’s Tamburlaine the Great; Shakespeare’s King Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, Richard III) to the 21st century (e.g., Not Man Apart, Physical Theatre Ensemble’s adaptation contemplating “combat trauma”; Paramount/MGM’s 2014 film Hercules).
Not only matters of influence are noted, but also how each reception departs from
Seneca’s play, with many astute observations about audiences’ shifting sensibilities
across time periods. In one thought-provoking comment, Bernstein explains that
while Seneca’s verse came to be reviled by the 19th century for its abundance of sententiae, it now has renewed appeal as “a compressed form waiting to be rediscovered
in the age of the tweet” (109). I also commend the author for drawing attention to
how recent popular media often sanitize aspects of Hercules’ experience (e.g. Dis— 192 —

ney’s Hercules, 1997), and for including forms of media that are often overlooked in
scholarship (e.g. the graphic novel Hercules: The Thracian War, 2008). At the same
time, it is somewhat surprising that there is no discussion at any point in the book
of Hercules Oetaeus, a play which was probably not written by Seneca, but which
deals closely with Hercules and features vocabulary, rhetoric, and themes that recall
Hercules Furens.
Some of the content of Chapters 4 and 5 might have been better addressed
earlier in the book, particularly the ongoing questions of whether and how Seneca’s
plays might have been performed during his own time, and who his audiences might
have been. In Chapter 2 Bernstein states that “many members of Seneca’s audience
were wealthy and powerful” (31), and he refers to the “self-made men in Seneca’s
audience” (32). Such remarks might lead some readers to think, until late in the book,
that Seneca’s plays were definitely performed in antiquity and that we know who
his audiences were.
None of these critiques detract from this book’s overall usefulness. Its prose is
lucid, engaging, and remarkably well-edited (I did not notice a single typographical
error), and it offers a wealth of insights and a multiplicity of perspectives on Hercules Furens, and on representations of Hercules in Greek and Roman antiquity and
beyond. It should inspire more people to read and teach this underappreciated play.
One can envision it being effectively utilized in an undergraduate Advanced Latin
Course focusing on Hercules Furens, or in an undergraduate mythology course that
looks closely at the figure of Hercules.
NECJ 44.3						 Michael Goyette
						
New College of Florida
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N. G. Wilson,
From Byzantium to Italy: Greek
Studies in the Italian Renaissance, 2nd edition.
New York, NY: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp. 248. Paper
(ISBN 978-1-4742-5047-4) $35.95.
Marcus Musurus (c.1450-1517), a scholar from Venetian Crete and one of the few
humanists represented in N.G. Wilson’s masterful survey as expert in Greek studies,
receives a characterization that could be applied in varying degrees to many other
intellectuals of the Italian Renaissance: “[he] was a pioneer; but he left much for
his successors to do” (175). From Byzantium to Italy serves as a salutary reminder
that the Greek revival of the Italian Renaissance must be understood as an evolutionary not revolutionary process. Fifteen pithy chapters trace the slow processes
by which generations of scholars from Petrarch to Musurus learned ancient Greek
and began collecting, translating, and finally editing texts. Even by the sixteenth
century, however, linguistic competence often proved incomplete, and even the most
accomplished editors still at times stumbled over relatively straightforward passages
and texts. Wilson furnishes detailed accounts of major humanistic projects such
as the recovery of the Platonic corpus, but he also explores the early-modern fortunes of less familiar but no less interesting authors such as Athenaeus, Nonnus,
and Philostratus. Throughout, he rightly emphasizes the indispensible roles played
by Byzantine scholars as teachers and philologists, but without neglecting pivotal
Italian figures such as the educator Guarino, the translator Marsilio Ficino, or the
printer-publisher Aldus Manutius. This second edition of From Byzantium to Italy
(the first appeared in 1992) stands as a welcome testament to this study’s enduring
relevance, and its updated notes evince attention to recent research concerning the
most influential figures and texts.
Since this is a second edition, however, and one that comes a full twenty-five
years after the first, one might have hoped to see more interaction with recent scholarly debates and interpretive models. Wilson punctiliously cites studies emphasizing new empirical information about recoveries and transmissions—such as James
Hankins’s magisterial 2-volume study, Plato in the Italian Renaissance (Leiden
1990). But readers will not learn much here about the political, religious, social and
cultural worlds that nurtured, engaged, or resisted ancient Greek language and literature—concerns that occupy much current work on the classical tradition. This book
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is by no means inattentive to major events and problems affecting scholars, such as
the Fall of Constantinople, the Council of Florence, and the struggles of Byzantine refugees to find stable patronage networks and intellectual communities. Nor
do we lack interesting comment on the advent of academies, especially Manutius’s
Neakademia. Yet this study focuses on cultural producers and their texts; Wilson
frequently invokes but never specifies or demonstrates their wider audiences. Regarding the wild and nearly instant popularity of Plutarch’s Lives, moreover, we read
that “the exploits of the great heroes of antiquity ... must have been attractive to a
public brought up to think of Livy as the greatest historian” (18). What was the social
composition of that public? Where did it thrive? Along the same lines, historians
of books and readers should be warned that Wilson for the most part sets aside the
material dimensions of textual transmission.
A synthetic work such as Wilson’s naturally cannot treat every angle on its
subject matter while at the same time remaining readable and concise. Still, even on
its own terms From Byzantium to Italy misses a few opportunities. Wilson wisely
retained the first edition’s clear and logical structure, but in this new edition he
might have made use of the conclusion as a space for opening up new ideas or
problems. Together with much of the exposition, however, the conclusion remains
almost entirely unchanged. Some bibliographic lacunae also persist, most notably
Margaret King’s Venetian Humanism in the Age of Patrician Dominance (Princeton
1986). Given his unavoidable emphasis on Venice and the Veneto, it was very odd
not to see Wilson cite King’s study. Wilson also stands by a few summary verdicts
that might have been reconsidered. For instance, readers find the humanist Francesco Filelfo (1398-1481) dismissed as an awful man, overrated scholar, and, in terms of
his abilities in Greek specifically, all but a charlatan (56-61). Evidence certainly can
be found for such assessments, but even so we must question them, particularly in
light of the complex and richly-documented analysis of this problematic character
to be found in Diana Robin’s Filelfo in Milan: Writings, 1451-1477 (Princeton 1991).
While not without its infelicities, then, this book still has much to offer. Indeed, Wilson’s overarching claim for his contribution remains true — Greek influence receives acknowledgement in nearly every book about the Italian Renaissance,
but “no one has tried to chronicle the stages by which a lost culture was recovered
and so to make clear how its effects began to be felt in various fields” (ix). This statement rang true in 1992, and it still does. We do not lack for new studies of various
aspects of Greek humanism, among the most recent and closest to Wilson’s scope
being Han Lamers’s Greece Reinvented: Transformations of Byzantine Hellenism in
Renaissance Italy (Leiden 2015); but as yet no other scholar has presented the topic as
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comprehensively and cohesively as Wilson. It also bears emphasis that some exceedingly popular and useful surveys of Renaissance humanism, such as Charles Nauert’s
Humanism and the Culture of Renaissance Europe (whose 2nd Edition [Cambridge
2004] enjoyed its seventh printing in 2015), can make the pace of Greek studies seem
swifter and the contributions of Italian humanists more decisive than they appear in
Wilson’s extensive treatment. Even some specialists in Italian Renaissance history
might be dismayed to learn that Ermolao Barbaro leaned so heavily on medieval
Latin translations of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics and Politics for his early lectures
(141)!
Among Wilson’s many fascinating discoveries and observations, two demand
particular mention. We learn here of the often sad fates of Byzantine learned men
transplanted to the Italian peninsula (a particularly moving passage on this topic appears on 137). For all the positive rhetoric of some humanists, then, Renaissance Italy
did not always prove to be a safe haven for intellectuals. Italian scholars, moreover,
seem to have been more than capable of missing or willfully ignoring the work not
only of Byzantines but also of their countrymen. Even in the Aldine circle and as
late as 1504 participants generally did not know or use the translations of Aristotle by
Leonardo Bruni or of Plato by Marsilio Ficino, and they left many knots in the original Greek texts as tangled as they found them (149-152). The world Wilson recovers
challenges at many levels our sometimes too-rosy images of bustling intellectual
ferment in this historical moment.
Wilson’s readership should continue to be extensive. Admittedly, one would
need to think carefully about assigning this book in a regular undergraduate course
— Wilson writes with punch and wit, but the treatment is often highly technical.
That said, all professional scholars and graduate students whose research relates to
the classical tradition will find food for thought here. Similarly, advanced undergraduates, and particularly those writing theses, will profit from and enjoy this study.
NECJ 44.3				
		
Sarah Gwyneth Ross
							
Boston College
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L E T T E R F R O M
T H E P R E S I D E N T

D

15 August 2017
ear Members of CANE:

Humbled to be President of CANE, (following
in the footsteps of inspired leadership under Tufts’ Anne Mahoney), I hope this missive finds each of you happy and well.
Our membership includes an extraordinary assemblage of those
who may be completing undergraduate degrees in classics, as
well as many who have stepped away from the classroom after
years of dedicated teaching. It is a unique group of teachers in
public or private elementary, middle and high schools, as well
as those who keep the classical fires burning in higher education. Colleagues of mine through the years have reacted with a
bit of awe when I describe the CANE mission, and the passion
with which its members unite to perpetuate classical studies for
the thousands of students and multiple institutions they serve.
CANE lives on in the twenty-first century because generations
of classicists have continued to breathe life and meaning into its
remarkable success story.
CANE offers professional opportunities for its members
every year, such as the numerous scholarly papers and workshops at the annual meeting. Beyond that is a weeklong series
of lectures, workshops and mini-courses at the Summer Institute, under the able direction of Holy Cross’s Tim Joseph. The
annual meeting has been running for more than a century, and
the Summer Institute for more than thirty years. The quality of
both is second to none. Thanks to the dedication of Ben Revkin
(East Greenwich HS in RI), the CANE web site is full of timely
classical articles and announcements (caneweb.org). Deb Davies
of Brooks School has assumed the arduous task of producing the
New England Classical Journal (NECJ), replete with essays, and
book reviews. The CANE officers and executive board meet reg— 197 —

ularly, always with an eye toward sound fiscal management and
crafting quality events for the membership. Brown’s Jeri DeBrohun and URI’s Dan Carpenter have given CANE superb campus
venues for holding the annual meeting and Summer Institute.
Additionally, I wish to thank Amherst College (Department of
Classics) for hosting this year’s executive board meetings.
CANE members are urged to put the following dates on
their calendars: 16-17 March 2018 for the 112th annual meeting at
the University of Rhode Island, and 9-14 July 2018 for the Summer Institute at Brown University. Keep in mind that the annual
$50 CANE membership fee is a sine qua non for participation
in CANE events! Please think about contributing to the CANE
web site or contacting me soon if you have a proposal for an annual meeting paper or workshop. Donations are always welcome
to the CANE remembrance funds that are fully explained on the
web site. Please remember that there are CANE scholarships
listed on the web site that sometimes have no applicants! And if
you teach middle or high school, please help us increase student
involvement in the 2017 Writing Contest highlighted on the web
site. You may urge your kids to give the contest a try, and remind
them it’s one more “unusual” feather for the caps that will be
their college applications. But they won’t write unless they hear
about it from you!
About to enter my fifty-second year in the Massachusetts
public school arena, I am still hopeful about the future of classical studies, and am convinced they hold more meaning than ever
for our young people, as they do for us. But make no mistake
about it—as I frequently am reminded by campus motto signs at
Hampshire College here in Amherst: “Scire non est Satis!” There
are forces on the teaching and learning landscape that have little
use for classical studies. But we New Englanders are a feisty and
resilient bunch, and we will not abide such nonsense. An appropriate response to the classics naysayers would be “Esse quam
Videri”.
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We must be vigilant to be sure that New England and its storied
history of classical education continue to be mirabile dictu!
Finally, please think of me not only as this year’s CANE
President, but as someone who is merely a phone call or an email
away.
Ex corde,
Charlie Bradshaw, CANE President
Wahconah Regional High School
Dalton, MA
cbradshaw@cbrsd.org or cbradshaw372@gmail.com
413-253-2055
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I N F O R M A T I O N , N E W S A N D
A N N O U N C E M E N T S

T H E C L A S S I C A L A S S O C I AT I O N
OF NEW ENGLAND
2017-2018 officers and committees
CANE Executive Committee
President: Charles Bradshaw, 54 Potwine Lane, Amherst, MA 01002;
413-253-2055; cbradshaw372@gmail.com
Immediate Past President: Anne Mahoney, Department of Classics, Eaton 331,
Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155; ANNE.MAHONEY@tufts.edu
President Elect: Susan Curry, 319 Murkland Hall, 15 Library Way, University of
New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824; 603-862- 3589; susan.curry@unh.edu
Executive Secretary: Rosemary Zurawel, 16 Northam Drive, Dover, NH 03820;
(H) 603-749-9213; RZURAWEL@comcast.net
Treasurer: Ruth Breindel, 617 Hope Street, Providence, RI 02906;
(H) 401-521-3204; RBREINDEL @gmail.com
Curator of the Funds: Donna Lyons, 36 Copper Hill Road, Granby, CT 06035;
(H) 860-658-1676, (C) 860-916-9213; mdlyons11@yahoo.com
Editor, New England Classical Journal: Deborah Rae Davies, 123 Argilla Road,
Andover, MA 01810; (H) 978-749-9446; ddavies@brooksschool.org
AND ASSISTED BY: Anne Wadlow-Drogula, 15 French Street, Rehoboth, MA
02769; 401-215-5904; asw5x@virginia.edu
Coordinator of Educational Programs: Edward Zarrow, World Languages
Department, Westwood High School, Westwood, MA 02090; 781-326-7500 x3372;
tzarrow@westwood.k12.ma.us
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Editor, CANE Instructional Materials (CANE Press): Anne Wadlow-Drogula,
15 French Street, Rehoboth, MA 02769; 401-215-5904; asw5x@virginia.edu
Classics-in-Curricula Coordinator: Scott Smith, University of New Hampshire,
Department of Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies, 301 Murkland Hall,
Durham, NH 03824; 603-862-2388; Scott.Smith@unh.edu
Director, 2018 CANE Summer Institute: Timothy Joseph, Box 144A, College of
the Holy Cross, 1 College Street, Worcester, MA 01610; TJOSEPH@holycross.edu

At-Large Members
Kevin Ballestrini, 21 Oakwood Drive, Storrs, CT 06268;
KEVIN.BALLESTRINI@gmail.com
Aaron Seider, College of the Holy Cross, Classics Dept., 1 College Street,
Worcester, MA 01610; ASEIDER@holycross.edu
Lindsay Sears-Tam, 11 Armonk Street, Apt. 10, Greenwich, CT 06830;
LSEARSTAM@gmail.com

State Representatives
Connecticut: Mark Pearsall, 59 Taylor Bridge Road, Glastonbury, CT 06249;
860-887-4709
Maine: Heidi Paulding; hpaulding@fryeburgacademy.org
Massachusetts: Emil Peñarubia, Boston College High School,
150 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, MA 02125; (H) 617-524-4752; (W) 617-474-5157;
PENARUBIA@bchigh.edu
New Hampshire: Paul B. Langford, 59 Sheafe Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801;
(H) 603-431-3635; (W) 603-777-3303; PLANGFORD@exeter.edu
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Rhode Island: Anne Wadlow Drogula, 15 French Street, Rehoboth, MA 02769;
401-215-5904; asw5x@virginia.edu
Vermont: Patrick LaClair, PO Box 199, Johnson, VT 05656; placlair@luhs18.org

Committee on Scholarships
Chair: Amy White, 8 Green Hill Street, Manchester, CT 06040; 860-647-0559;
ARGENTUM@cox.net
Amanda Drew Loud, PO Box 724, Holderness, NH 03245; 603-536-1343;
ALOUD@roadrunner.com
Peter Barrios Lech, information forthcoming

CANE Web Manager
Ben Revkin, East Greenwich High School, 300 Avenger Dr., East Greenwich,
RI 02818; 401-381-2288; magister.revkin@gmail.com

Finance Committee
Chair: Donna Lyons, 36 Copper Hill Road, Granby, CT 06035; (H) 860-658-1676;
(C) 860-916-9231; mdlyons11@yahoo.com
Jeremiah Mead, 20 Dalton Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824; 978-256-2110;
JEREMEAD@msn.com
Roger Stone, 79 Market Street, Amesbury, MA 01913; 508-388-2687
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Membership Committee
Chair: Ruth Breindel, 617 Hope Street, Providence, RI 02906; (H) 401-521-3204;
RBREINDEL@gmail.com
Mark Pearsall, 59 Taylor Bridge Road, Glastonbury, CT 06249; 860-887-4709
Emil Penarubia, Boston College High School, 150 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston,
MA 02125; (H) 617-524-4752; (W) 617-474-5157; PENARUBIA@bchigh.edu
Paul B. Langford, 59 Sheafe Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801; (H) 603-431-3635;
(W) 603-777-3303; PLANGFORD@exeter.edu
Heidi Paulding; hpaulding@fryeburgacademy.org
Patrick LaClair, PO Box 199, Johnson, VT 05656; PLACLAIR1@gmail.com

Other committees as
established by the By-Laws
Nominating Committee
Anne Mahoney, Department of Classics, Eaton 331, Tufts University, Medford, MA
02155; ANNE.MAHONEY@tufts.edu
Bethany Sawyer, Grassy Gutter Road, Longmeadow, MA 01106; 413-559-1661;
BSAWYER@longmeadow.k12.ma.us
Geoffrey Sumi, Department of Classics, Mt. Holyoke College, 50 College Street,
South Hadley, MA 01075; 413-532-1295; GSUMI@mtholyoke.edu
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Barlow-Beach Distinguished Service Award
Chair: Charles Bradshaw, 54 Potwine Lane, Amherst, MA 01002; 413-253-2055;
cbradshaw372@gmail.com
Jeremiah Mead, 20 Dalton Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824; 978-256-2110;
JEREMEAD@msn.com
Roger Travis, 16 Juniper Lane, Medfield, MA 02502; ROGERTRAVISJR@gmail.com

Committee on Discretionary Funds
Anne Mahoney, Department of Classics, Eaton 331, Tufts University, Medford, MA
02155; ANNE.MAHONEY@tufts.edu
Kevin Ballestrini, 21 Oakwood Drive, Storrs, CT 06268;
KEVIN.BALLESTRINI@gmail.com
Aaron Seider, College of the Holy Cross, 1 College Street, Worcester, MA 01610;
617-308-2076; ASEIDER@holycross.edu
Lindsay Sears-Tam, 11 Armonk Street, Apt. 10, Greenwich, CT 06830;
LSEARSTAM@gmail.com

Local Arrangements Coordinator
Dan Carpenter, Swan Hall 158, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI;
401-874-4703; carpedone@uri.edu

Program Committee 2015 Annual Meeting
Charles Bradshaw, 54 Potwine Lane, Amherst, MA 01002; 413-253-2055;
cbradshaw372@gmail.com
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Auditors
Shirley S. Lowe, 2 Laurie Lane, Natick, MA 01760; 508-6655-8701;
sfglowe@rcn.com
Paula Chabot, 7 Woodsedge Lane, Westbrook, CT 06498; 860-399-5414;
CHABOTP@madison.k12.ct.us

Resolutions Committee
Jacques Bailly, University of Vermont, 481 Main Street, Burlington, VT 05401;
802-859-9253; JBAILLY@uvm.edu
Richard E. Clairmont, Murkland Hall, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH
03824; (H) 603-886-1319; (W) 603-862-3130; RICHARDC@cisunix.unh.edu

CANE Summer Institute
Director, Steering Committee: Timothy Joseph, Box 144A, College of
the Holy Cross, 1 College Street, Worcester, MA 01610; TJOSEPH@holycross.edu

CSI Steering Committee
Stefan Cressotti, St. Sebastian’s School, 1191 Greendale Avenue, Needham, MA
02492; 781-449-5200; STEFAN-CRESSOTTI@stsebs.org
Erin Cummins, 77 Arlington Street, #2, Brighton, MA 02135;
ERIN.CUMMINS@gmail.com
Fred Drogula, 15 French Street, Rehoboth, MA 02769
Ann Higgins, PO Box 351, Monterey, MA 01245; 413-528-6691;
ANN.HIGGINS1@verizon.net
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Mark Mucha, PO Box 992, Groton, MA 01450; 508-826-0074;
MMUCHA@lacademy.edu
Roger Stone, 79 Market Street, Amesbury, MA 01913; RF_STONE@comcast.net
Brown University Representative: Jeri DeBrohun, 182 Adams Street, Warwick,
RI 02888; JERI_DEBROHUN@brown.edu
CANE Exec. Com. Representative: Ruth Breindel, CANE Treasurer,
617 Hope Street, Providence, RI 02906; (H) 401-521-3204; RBREINDEL @gmail.com

Other officers
Writing Contest
President-Elect (Chair), Executive Committee State Representatives

Katz Prize
Immediate Past President (Chair)

Wiencke Prize
Chair: Kevin Ballestrini, 21 Oakwood Drive, Storrs, CT 06268;
KEVIN.BALLESTRINI@gmail.com
Aaron Seider, College of the Holy Cross, Classics Dept., 1 College Street,
Worcester, MA 01610; ASEIDER@holycross.edu
Lindsay Sears-Tam, 11 Armonk Street, Apt. 10, Greenwich, CT 06830;
LSEARSTAM@gmail.com
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CANE Certification Scholarship
See CANE Scholarship Committee above

Emporium Romanum
Donna Lyons, 36 Copper Hill Road, Granby, CT 06035; (H) 860-658-1676;
(C) 860-916-9231; mdlyons11@yahoo.com

CANEns (http://caneweb.net/canens/)
T.J. Howell, 25 Ledgewood Dircle, Belchertown, MA 01007;
t_j_howell@yahoo.com
Sherley Blood Thom, 3 Mt. Lebanon St., Pepperell, MA 01463; 413-822-6988;
SHIRLEY.BLOOD@gmail.com
Gabe Bakale; gsbakale@gmail.com
Ben Revkin, East Greenwich High School, 300 Avenger Dr.,
East Greenwich, RI 02818; 401-381-2288; MAGISTER.REVKIN@gmail.com

Representatives to Sister Organizations
Council of the American Classical League: Deborah Rae Davies, 123 Argilla
Road, Andover, MA 01810; (W) 978-725-6230; ddavies@brooksschool.org
Alternate to above: Kevin Ballestrini, 21 Oakwood Drive, Storrs, CT 06268;
KEVIN.BALLESTRINI@gmail.com
National Committee for Latin and Greek: Sally Morris, Phillips Exeter
Academy, #2333, 20 Main Street, Exeter, NH 03833; 603-777-3814; s
wmorris@exeter.edu
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American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages: Mark R. Pearsall,
59 Taylor Bridge Road, Lebanon, CT 06249; (H) 860-887-4709; (W) 860-652-7259;
MPEARSALL281@earthlink.net
National Council for the Teaching of Foreign Languages: Madelyn
Gonnerman-Torchin, 10 Fox Lane, Newton Centre, MA 02459; (H) 617-964-6141;
(W) 617-713-5085; madelyngonnerman@gmail.com.

Other CANE news
Call for Papers
The 111th Annual Meeting of Classical Association of New England will be held at
the University of Rhode Island, 16 and 17 March 2018. All interested scholars are
invited to submit abstracts (300 word maximum) no later than 1 December 2017 for
papers to: CANE President, Charles Bradshaw, 54 Potwine Lane, Amherst, MA
01002; 413-253-2055; cbradshaw372@gmail.com

Barlow-Beach Distinguished Service Award
The Barlow-Beach Distinguished Service Award recognizes a member of CANE
whose service to the organization and to Classics in New England has marked
the recipient’s career. Annually, the President serves as Chair of the Barlow-Beach
Award Committee, and invites the CANE members to submit nominees to: Charles
Bradshaw, 54 Potwine Lane, Amherst, MA 01002; 413-253-2055; cbradshaw372@
gmail.com

Matthew Wiencke Teaching Prize
The Matthew I. Wiencke award recognizes excellence in teaching at the primary,
middle and secondary school levels. Nominations are invited for this year’s award.
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A nominee must be:
1.

a member of CANE,

2.

currently teaching Classics in a New England primary, middle, or
secondary school, and

3.

nominated by a professional colleague (fellow teacher or administrator
at the nominee’s school, or a classicist from another school who knows
the nominee well in a professional capacity.)
Letters of nomination should contain evidence of the nominee’s qualifications, particularly those qualities exemplified by Matthew Wiencke in his personal life and
professional career, among them “his infectious wit, his boundless enthusiasm, his
optimism, and his loyalty,” as expressed by Norman Doenges in his memorial published in the November 1996 issue of the New England Classical Journal.
Letters of nomination should be sent to the senior At-Large Member of the
Executive Committee: Kevin Ballestrini, 21 Oakwood Drive, Storrs, CT 06268;
KEVIN.BALLESTRINI@gmail.com. Only those nominations postmarked by
December 31, 2017 will be considered for this year’s award, which will be presented
at the CANE Annual Meeting in March, 2018. Current members of the CANE
Executive Committee are not eligible for nomination.

The Poggioli Award
Available only in even years, the Poggioli Award, established by the Boston Fund in
1991, supplies funds for study and/or travel in Italy and/or Greece, typically during
the summer months. The CANE Scholarship Committee makes the Award, generally between $4000-$6000, every other year. To qualify a nominee must:
1.
Be studying and/or teaching in New England at the secondary or
college level,
2.
Have a rank no higher than untenured assistant professor, or have
taught less than ten years at the secondary level and,
3.
Usually have no access to major university research-grant and travelgrant programs.
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The recipient of the Poggioli Award need not be a member of CANE, but CANE
will ask for a written report at the conclusion of the program. Funds not used within
the year must be returned in full to CANE.
Please enclose the following materials to complete your application:
1.
name, mailing address, Phone, email address, Social Security number
2.
present teaching position and Institution
3.
courses taught and/or professional responsibilities
4.
foreign travel experience, including places, dates, and duration
5.
a personal statement that explains the benefits of your program for
you and your students. Please include the location of program /
study, institution (if applicable), dates, and a schedule of costs for
transportation, living expenses, and tuition.
6.
a curriculum vitae or resume that details professional experience,
degrees, publications or presentations, and anything else that might
be relevant to your application. Please include a list of courses taken
at both the undergraduate and graduate level; this can be included as
an addendum.
7.
at least two letters of recommendation, one from a supervisor at
your current school and the other from someone familiar with your
academic work. A third is helpful but is not mandatory.
Please send three copies of all materials to: Amy White, Poggioli Scholarship, Ellington High School, 37 Maple Street, PO Box 149, Ellington, CT 06029.
The deadline for receipt of all application materials is 15 January 2018.

Phyllis B. Katz Prize for Excellence
in Undergraduate Research
This Prize was established in honor of Dartmouth College teacher and CANE
member, Phyllis B. Katz. College professors are invited to submit exemplary undergraduate papers for consideration to: Anne Mahoney, Department of Classics,
Eaton 331, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155; ANNE.MAHONEY@tufts.edu.
The winner of the prize will read his/her paper at the 110th Annual Meeting, and
will receive a small monetary award in recognition of excellence.
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Certification Scholarship
CANE will provide up to $1500 to an outstanding junior or senior undergraduate
in New England who is preparing for secondary-school certification as a teacher of
Latin or Greek or both in one or more of the New England states, or to the holder
of a Master’s degree to cover the cost of tuition and other fees required to obtain
such certification. Full-time, part-time, and summer programs will qualify.
Deadline for application is 1 January 2018. Please send the following to: Amy
White, 8 Green Hill Street, Manchester, CT 06040; 860-647-0559; ARGENTUM@cox.net.
1.
Two letters of recommendation from college classicists who know
your proficiency in Latin and/or Greek.
2.
A letter from someone (e.g., former or current teacher, supervisor,
counselor, clergyman) who can speak to your ability to communicate
and work with young people and inspire them to high levels of
achievement.
3.
A personal statement of NO MORE THAN 1000 words in which
you explain why you want to pursue a career as a secondary-school
classicist.
4.
High School and College transcripts.
5.
A description of your program and the expenses involved.
Other Scholarship opportunities and application details are described on the CANE
website. Please visit: www.caneweb.org
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Funding Opportunities
Two sources of funding are open to CANE members:
Educational Programs funding is awarded to any group or sub-group of the membership to promote a program of interest designed to promote understanding of the
Classics, pedagogy, or topics within ancient history. To apply for funds, a letter outlining the program and its goals, including the intended audience may be submitted
to: Dr. Edward Zarrow, World Languages Department, Westwood High School,
Westwood, MA 02090; 781-326-7500 x3372; tzarrow@westwood.k12.ma.us.

Discretionary Funds are awarded four times each year for supplies, ancillary materials, or enrichment materials that will enhance a particular project or curriculum,
and for which other funding is unavailable. The deadlines are: 1 October 2017; 1
January 2018; 1 April 2018; and 1 July 2018. Applications may be submitted to: Susan
Curry, 319 Murkland Hall, 15 Library Way, University of New Hampshire, Durham,
NH 03824; (603) 862-3589; susan.curry@unh.edu
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CA N E An n u a l Wr i t i n g C on t e s t 2 0 1 7
This year’s topic:
“Necesse est confiteare esse alios aliis terrarum in partibus orbis et varias
hominum gentis et saecla ferarum.”
— De Rerum Natura, Lucretius, II, 1074-107
“We must admit that there are various kinds of beings and wild creatures in
other parts of the universe.”
Due Date: 15 December 2017
Guidelines:
•
•
•
•

The project may be a short story, poem, drama, or essay.
The project should be typed or word-processed.
Maximum length: 700 words
If you use any source materials for this project, you must provide
specific references and a bibliography.

Your project will be judged holistically, based on how successfully you address the
given topic, how imaginative and creative your idea is, and how well you use language to engage your reader.
Your name should not appear on the project itself. Please include a cover page in the
following format, including this signed statement. Only projects with this signed
statement will be considered for judging.
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•
•
•
•
•

Name of Student
Grade of Student
Name of School
Name of Teacher
Email Address of Teacher

This project represents my own original work. No outside help has been provided
for this project. If selected as a winner, your entry and name will be published on
caneweb.org.
Signed________________________________Date_____________________
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GUI DELI NES FOR T EACH ERS
The CANE Writing Contest is a regional competition open to students of Latin,
Greek, or Classics in New England middle and secondary schools. We believe that
the goals of the contest can best be served by requesting that the written project be
the student’s own work. Hence, the student should not ask for any help in writing
or correcting the project before submitting the final copy. To ensure that all entrants
have an equal chance to win this contest, we urge all teachers to follow these guidelines:
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Present the topic to your students and answer any questions they may
have about it.
Give your students a copy of the document “CANE Annual Writing
Contest 2017,” including a due date and supplementing it with any
additional suggestions you may have about revising the rough draft
and proofreading the final copy.
Give your students a deadline early enough to allow you to judge
your students’ projects and submit the three best projects to your State
Representative by December 15, 2017.
You may discuss the general topic with your students to be sure they
understand it, but explain that the projects must be original works
on the given topic and that students may not seek help from others,
whether students, teachers, or parent, although they may arrange to
have the final draft typed or word-processed by someone else.
For the three winning entries you submit to your state representative,
make sure your students have included the required cover page and
statement that the work is their own.
•
Name of Student
•
Grade of Student
•
Name of School
•
Name of Teacher
•
Email Address of Teacher
We will use teacher e-mail to communicate with the top three winners
in each state at the middle school and high school level. If one of your
students’ projects is among the winning entries, you can expect to hear
from your State Representative by January 15.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Remind your students that this is a contest, with certificates and
prizes given to the three finalists in each of the New England states
at both the high school and middle school level, and that the New
England-wide high school winner will receive a certificate and a gift
card, to be presented at the 111th Annual Meeting of CANE, 16 and
17 March 2018 at the University of Rhode Island. The high school
winner will have the opportunity to be our guest for dinner and
to read the winning entry at this event. The winning entry will be
published in CANE’s Annual Bulletin and on its website with the
student’s name.
You may find it helpful to provide your students with copies of past
winning projects, published in the Annual Bulletin. Please visit www.
caneweb.org for recent high school winning entries.
Submit the best three projects from your school to your CANE State
Representative by December 15, 2017, making sure that you enclose
each student’s signed statement that the project is his or her own
work. For names and addresses of the State Representatives see
the listing under the CANE Executive Committee on the CANE
website, www.caneweb.org. Students may not submit their projects
directly to the Chair of the Writing Contest. To do so will invalidate
the project.
Please do not rank the three projects that you submit from your
school to your state representative. If you wish, you may recognize
the authors of all three projects in some appropriate way, but at this
preliminary level students’ projects are not to be ranked first, second,
or third place. The State Representatives will submit the entries to the
president-elect.

The National Association of Secondary School Principals has placed the CANE
Writing Contest on the 2017-2018 NASSP National Advisory List of Contests and
Activities as a regional program for participation by students in middle and secondary schools in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and Vermont. Students from other states who are enrolled in independent or parochial schools in New England are eligible to enter the CANE Writing Contest.
We have had many inquiries about the CANE Writing Contest from students in
schools outside the area served by the Classical Association of New England. We are
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happy to answer these inquiries with information about the contest, but we regret
that students enrolled in schools located outside New England are not eligible to
participate.
Attention State Representatives: After you have read your assigned entries, please advise Susan Curry, President-Elect, of your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place choices by January
15, 2018. Please also include a ranked list of the three top winners in the state, including the students’ teachers and the name of their school.
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L I S T O F B O O K S
R E C E I V E D , A U G U S T
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Publishers are invited to send new books for this list to
Prof. Jennifer Clarke Kosak,
NECJ Book Review Editor, Department of Classics, Bowdoin College,
7600 College Station, Brunswick, ME 04011;
jkosak@bowdoin.edu
James W. Chochola with Donald E. Sprague and illustrations by Lydia Koller,
A Latin Picture Dictionary for Everyone. Mundelein, IL: Bolchazy-Carducci
Publishers, Inc., 2017. Pp. viii + 205. Paper (ISBN 978-0-86516-749-0) $22.00.
Andrew C. Johnston, The Sons of Remus: Identity in Roman Gaul and Spain.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017. Pp. 420. Cloth (ISBN
978-0-674-66010-6) $49.95.
Johanna Hanink, The Classical Debt: Greek Antiquity in an Era of Austerity.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017. Pp. xiv + 337. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-674-97154-7) $29.95.
Ian Worthington, Ptolemy I: King and Pharaoh of Egypt. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2017. Pp. 280. Cloth (ISBN 978-0-19-020233-0) $35.00.
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Catullus and the Beatles
Ruth Breindel
retired, Moses Brown School

e



f

Love of life! Love of women! Friendship! Hatred! Catullus and the Beatles have
them all in their songs. Just as Catullus was sung, so the Beatles’ songs add to their
poetry. A 2,000 year span does not matter; in our age, a span of 50 years (for the
Beatles) is almost as long as Catullus’!
So many of the songs have parallels. To begin, Catullus 1 (qui dono lepidum
novum libellum) is a match for the Beatles’ Paperback Writer:
Cui dono lepidum novum libellum
arida modo pumice expolitum?

Corneli, tibi: namque tu solebas
meas esse aliquid putare nugas

iam tum, cum ausus es unus Italorum
omne aevum tribus explicare cartis
doctis, Iuppiter, et laboriosis.

quare habe tibi quidquid hoc libelli
qualecumque; quod, patrona virgo

plus uno maneat perenne saeclo.				
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Cat. 1

Paperback writer, paperback writer.

Dear Sir or Madam, will you read my book?

It took me years to write, will you take a look?
It’s based on a novel by a man named Lear,
And I need a job,

So I want to be a paperback writer,
Paperback writer…

It’s a thousand pages, give or take a few.
I’ll be writing more in a week or two.

I could make it longer if you like the style.
I can change it ‘round,

And I want to be a paperback writer,
Paperback writer.

Catullus writes his poem to introduce his work and to poke fun at his friend Cornelius Nepos. Paul McCartney used his song to poke fun at John Lennon, who had
just had his book published. There is joking and also some sharp jabs at each of their
friends.
Catullus 8, lamenting a lost love, is mirrored by the Beatles’ Yesterday. Feelings
of loss, confusion and anger are in both poems. Unrequited and betrayed love are
timeless:
Miser Catulle, desinas ineptire,

et quod vides perisse perditum ducas.
fulsere quondam candidi tibi soles,
cum ventitabas quo puella ducebat

amata nobis quantum amabitur nulla.
ibi illa multa cum iocosa fiebant,

quae tu volebas nec puella nolebat,
fulsere vere candidi tibi soles.

nunc iam illa non vult: tu quoque impotens noli,
nec quae fugit sectare, nec miser vive,
sed obstinata mente perfer, obdura.
vale puella, iam Catullus obdurat,

nec te requiret nec rogabit invitam.
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at tu dolebis, cum rogaberis nulla.

scelesta, vae te, quae tibi manet vita?

quis nunc te adibit? cui videberis bella?
quem nunc amabis? cuius esse diceris?
quem basiabis? cui labella mordebis?
at tu, Catulle, destinatus obdura.

Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away
Now it looks as though they’re here to stay
Oh, I believe in yesterday

Suddenly, I’m not half the man I used to be
There’s a shadow hanging over me.
Oh, yesterday came suddenly

Why she had to go I don’t know she wouldn’t say
I said something wrong, now I long for yesterday
Yesterday, love was such an easy game to play
Now I need a place to hide away
Oh, I believe in yesterday

Why she had to go I don’t know she wouldn’t say
I said something wrong, now I long for yesterday
Yesterday, love was such an easy game to play
Now I need a place to hide away
Oh, I believe in yesterday

Mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

Hatred is another strong emotion, especially when a person has been betrayed by his
friend. Catullus rages against someone he had trusted in poem 74; John Lennon, in
his How Do You Sleep, rages against his former friend Paul McCartney.
Desine de quoquam quicquam bene velle mereri
aut aliquem fieri posse putare pium.

omnia sunt ingrata, nihil fecisse benigne
immo etiam taedet obestque magis;

ut mihi, quem nemo gravius nec acerbius urget,

quam modo qui me unum atque unicum amicum habuit.
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Cat. 74

So Sgt. Pepper took you by surprise

You better see right through that mother’s eyes

Those freaks was right when they said you was dead
The one mistake you made was in your head
Ah, how do you sleep

Ah, how do you sleep at night

You live with straights who tell you, you was king
Jump when your momma tell you anything
The only thing you done was yesterday

And since you’re gone you’re just another day
[refrain 2x]

A pretty face may last a year or two

But pretty soon they’ll see what you can do
The sound you make is muzak to my ears

You must have learned something in all those years
[refrain 2x]

Actually, the poetry of Catullus is much more elegant than Lennon; Catullus uses
wonderful elisions, especially in the last line, to show his anger when his words slur
together. Additionally, his use of legal and religious terminology (bene velle, mereri,
pium, ingrata, fecisse benigne, unum atque unicum amicum) and his almost hieratic
curse (quoquam quicquam, unum atque unicum) are more effective. This is one place
where Catullus’ rein on his emotions allows his poetry to shine.
In these poems, friends go on a trip together and then separate. In 46, Catullus
remembers the fun he and his friends had in Bithynia (despite the fact, as he says in
poem 10, that there were no riches to be had), but they must now part. The Beatles’
song Two of Us deals with this same theme of travel and friendship, although more
aimless.
Iam ver egelidos refert tepores,
iam caeli furor aequinoctialis

iucundis Zephyri silescit aureis.

linquantur Phrygii, Catulle, campi
Nicaeaeque ager uber aestuosae:
ad claras Asiae volemus urbes.
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iam mens praetrepidans avet vagari,
iam laeti studio pedes vigescunt.
o dulces comitum valete coetus,

longe quos simul a domo profectos

diversae varie viae reportant.				
Two of us riding nowhere
Spending someone’s
Hard earned pay

You and me Sunday driving
Not arriving

On our way back home

We’re on our way home
We’re on our way home
We’re going home

Two of us sending postcards
Writing letters
On my wall

You and me burning matches
Lifting latches
refrain

You and I have memories

Longer than the road that stretches out ahead
Two of us wearing raincoats
Standing so low
In the sun

You and me chasing paper
refrain

You and I have memories

Longer than the road that stretches out ahead
Two of us wearing raincoats
Standing so low
In the sun

You and me chasing paper
refrain
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Cat. 46

Finally, for sheer joy in love, there is Catullus 5 and the Beatles’ Eight Days a Week.
Here we see the fun, not to mention obsession, that love can bring.
Vivamus mea Lesbia, atque amemus,
rumoresque senum severiorum
omnes unius aestimemus assis!

soles occidere et redire possunt:

nobis cum semel occidit brevis lux,
nox est perpetua una dormienda.

da mi basia mille, deinde centum,

dein mille altera, dein secunda centum,

deinde usque altera mille, deinde centum.
dein, cum milia multa fecerimus,
conturbabimus illa, ne sciamus,

aut ne quis malus invidere possit,

cum tantum sciat esse basiorum.				
Ooh, I need your love, babe
Guess you know it’s true

Hope you need my love, babe
Just like I need you

Hold me, love me
Hold me, love me

I ain’t got nothing but love, babe
Eight days a week

Love you every day, girl
Always on my mind

One thing I can say, girl
Love you all the time
refrain
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Cat. 5

I ain’t got nothing but love, girl
Eight days a week
Eight days a week
I love you

Eight days a week

Is not enough to show I care
Ooh, I need your love, babe
Guess you know it’s true

Hope you need my love, babe
Just like I need you, oh
refrain

I ain’t got nothing but love, babe
Eight days a week
Eight days a week
I love you

Eight days a week

Is not enough to show I care
Love you every day, girl
Always on my mind

One thing I can say, girl
Love…

Two sets of poets, separated by time and space but not by brilliance or emotion.
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2018 National Latin Exam
More than 149,000 registered students in 2017
n 40 question multiple choice exam
n Seven levels; Introduction to Latin through Latin VI
n Grammar, reading comprehension, mythology,
derivatives, literature, Roman life, history and oral Latin
n Gold and silver medals
n Opportunities for Scholarships
n $5 per US student, $7 per foreign student,
$10 minimum order, to be sent with the application
n
N.B. $10 shipping and handling fee per school
n
Postmark Deadline for application and payment: January 20, 2018
n

For Application and Information:

National Latin Exam
University of Mary Washington,1301 College Avenue
Fredericksburg,VA 22401
website: www.nle.org n email: nle@umw.edu

Nation al L atin e xa m

n

since 19 77

Sponsored by The American Classical League/National Junior Classical League
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C O N T R I B U T O R S

1.

New England Classical Journal publishes articles, notes and reviews on all aspects of
classical antiquity of interest to its readership of secondary and college teachers of the
Classics, and of other students of the ancient world.

2.

Contributions to the “Articles & Notes” section of NECJ are evaluated by blind refereeing and should therefore contain no indication of who their authors are.

3.

Manuscripts should be submitted in the first instance as an attachment to email.
Paper submissions are also accepted, but authors must be prepared to supply a wordprocessed document. The preferred word-processing program is MS Word. All Greek
must be typed using APA Greekkeys. The editors may request a paper copy of the
submission before final printing.

4.

Submissions should be doubled-spaced throughout, including between paragraphs,
and typed in single font size throughout (thus e.g. no large capitals or small print).
Italics should be used instead of underlining. Boldface type should be avoided in favor
of italics.

5.

All text should be left-justified (ragged-right). Hard returns should be used only
at the ends of verses and paragraphs, and not at the ends of continuous prose lines.
Similarly, tabs and/or indents should be used instead of resetting margins in the
course of the manuscript. For difficult matters of citation, contributors should consult
The Chicago Manual of Style. A specific NECJ style sheet is also available upon request
from the Editor-in-Chief.

6.

Materials for the various sections of NECJ should be sent directly to the appropriate
section editors. (See inside front cover as well as at the head of each section.)
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Manuscripts and other materials will normally be returned only if a stamped, selfaddressed envelope is enclosed with the submission.

